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CARD FROM
THAT CITY GIVES THEM
AWAY.

TELLTALE

POST

O

CETEETIVES
111

TRAIL

THE
'

COUNTRY IS BEING COMBED IN
EFFORT TO APPREHEND
THE MEN.
New

District

At-

torney Whitman today hopefully
awaited word from Methuen, Mass.,
regarding Harry Horowitz, known as
"Gyp the Blood," and Louia Rosenztwo
the
alias
Louie,"
"Lefty
weig,
.
gun men in the Rosen-detectives
Four
case.
thai murder
are searching Methuen for the gun
men, who sent a telltale poBtcard to
"Bridgle" Webber. Webber received the post card yesterday inclosed
in an envelope. The gambler tore up
the envelope. The card read:
.
"Dear Pal: Do the best you can
We are all right.
(Signed) "Your Pals,
"L. ANUG."
Thel imprisoned gambler showed
the card to his counsel, Max Steur,
was
Baying he was convinced that it
Mr.
Steur
"Lefty Louie's" writing.
Informed States Attorney Whitman,
and prison keepers combed Webber's cell for the bits of torn envelope, which after much trouble was
reconstructed from the pieces. The
envelope showed that it had been
mailed from Methuen, Mass., on
Wednesday.
District Attorney Whitman telephoned to Deputy Police Commissioner Dougherty, who at once sent four
detectives to Methuen.. There were
reports that Horowitz has relatives
in Methuen. A reward of $ 5,000 has
been orderedv by District Attorney
Whitman for the capture of the two
gun men. The money will be paid
for the fugitives dead or alive.
The district attorney said he aid
not want to start the murder trial
until he had captured Horowitz and
itosenzweig unless he had to. The
Govepublic prosecutor has asked
session
an
for
extraordinary
rnor Dlx
of the supreme court to try the Rosgover-nor- ,
the
and
cases
enthal murder
it is understood, will appoint Supreme Court Justice Goff to preside.
Justice Goff presided at the first
trial of Roland B., Molineaux and the
murder trials of Dr. Samuel Kennedy
and Albert T. Patrick. '
Until the arrival of Sam Schepps,
now on. his way here under guard
from Hot Springs, Ark., there seemed
little likelihood of the development
of any startling phases in the Rosenthal case.
, With District Attorney Whitman
out of town for the week end and the
grand jury not in session interest in
the Rosenthal murder and police
graft centered today in Governor
Dlx's appointment of Supreme Court
Justice John W. Goff to hear the
cases in extraordinary session beginning September 3.
"
Justice Goff s selection comes before all of the indictments in the
case have been returned Becker
alone having been indicted so far
for murder but the district attorney's saf regards the return of the
conclu. other true bills as a foregone
much-wante-

A

York, Aug. 16.

.

'

to be placed on trial, accord- ing to the present plans, 'are the gun
men. Becker's trial likely will come
last John F. Mclntyre, counsel for
Becker, is in Baltimore but has said
his client is ready for trial.
FlTBt

V

i FREIGHT STEAMER ASHORE.
San Francisco, Aug. 16 The steam
freighter Pleides reported by wireless
early this morning that she had gone
ashore on the coast or Lower Cali
fornia. Reckoning by her course
and average speea, she seemed to
have struck near Cape vLarazo tat
the entrance to Magdalena Bay. Her
own message read:
, "Inside
Cape Nassau, near Providence Island. Point not given in the
charts."
A wireless message from the tanker Washtenaw two days out from
Port San Luis to San Jose, Quote
later stated that a
mala, received
vessel had gone to the aid of the
Pleides. The Pleides is a steoi
screw, steamer of 3 753 tons and has
a crew of 33 men.

d
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Grants Request.

Albany, N. II., Aug.. 16.

At the

NAT GOODWIN
BADLY

HURT

FAMOUS ACTOR IS THROWN ON
BREAKERS BY UNMANAGEABLE BOAT.
Los Angeles, Cal., Aug.16. The
condition of Nat C. Goodwin the actor, who was injured yesterday at
Rocky Point, was reported as serious
today at St. Catherine's hospital.
Goodwin was thrown on the rocks
when hie' boat, was caught In the
breakers. It was stated last night
that his injuries were of a minor na-

ture.
Paralysis of the lower limbs has
developed,
according to Dr. Oscar
Anderson,
indicating an injury to
the spine. The muscles of the left
side are also affected. Dr, Anderson would not say that Mr. Goodwin's
condition at this time was likely to'
result fatally, but admitted that a
consultation of surgeons had been
called for noon today.
Mr. Goodwin passed a bad night.
He tqld the nurses that he was in
constant pain in the region of his
spine and frequent hypodermic injections were necessary to give him
relief. It was learned today that the

'

FOUND DEATt
WHO JUMPED FROM AUTOMOBILE WERE KILLED BY A
TRAIN

MEN

Salt Lake City, Utah, Aug. 16
Leaping from an automobile, which
by a hafirsbreadth a flying
escaped
passenger train, William Groesbeck,
Salt Lake City, and F. M. Bradshaw,
Los Angeles, were hit by the locomotive today and killed? Groesbeck,
a pioneer mining man of Utah,, and
Bradshaw, a geologist of prominence,
both well known in the oil fields,
'
were traveling with G. E. Goodrich
and W. X. Clark to examine a mine.
At the crossing of the. Rio Grande
track the attention of Eldrid?;, the
driver, was diverted by a farm wagon
and he did not jsee Denver and Rlc
Grande passenger train No. 3 bearing
down on him at 60 miles an hour un
til the engine was within a dozen
yards.
Eldrldge threw on the full
speed. As the car sprang upon the
track, Groesbeck and Bradshaw- Jumped.' Bradshaw's body was carried a
thousand feet on tlmpilot of the locomotive. The back of the automobile
was scraped by he train, but those
who remained in the Par were unio-- i
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THEY

WILL

NOT BE

EXEMPTION

ALLOWED

FROM

REG-

TCBAlf'lN C01EESS

ULAR CHARGES.

Aug. 16.

Senate:

REBEL

join Colonel M. Carravero, who, with
a group said to number 1,500, has
been stationed south of Juarez along
the Mexican Central line. West
along the border from Juarez, Palo-

SOLDIER

LEAVE CIUDAD

mas,

The government charges that unreasonable and oppressive restraints
and conditions have been arbitrarily
imposed on the manufacture and leasing' of films end machines, depriving
the public of the advantages of competition, especially the competition of
of
forelfm films, the importation
which is alleged to have been
'

opposite

N. M.,

is

-

GOKGDESS IKYING

Toco:,iPOfl;iE
VITII TAFT

D

E

PR'vVISh N
flown.
As the last rebel soldier leaves the
the citizens' vigitown, members
TRAP lance committee will arm themselves
A
01ZCQ
and establish a police system until
DECLARE THAT
IS THE ONLY
COMMANDER
IS the occupation by federal troops.
INSURRECTO
Juan N. Medina, a former mayor of
CAN BE
WAY
ADJOURNMENT,
HE
HOW
WILL
WONDERING
the town and
army officer
ATTAINED
OUT.
GET
will be provisional commander.
GOVERNMENT.

mi counsel a wmm

,
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An American Beheaded.
O.,
CIncinatI,
Aug. 16 Rowan
Ayres, the American engineer who
was reported as having been behead
ed by Mexican insurrectoa near More- los, the capital of the province of
Michoacan, is the son of Dr. Stephen
C. Ayres of this oity. An appeal has
been sent to President. Taft, who is a
pensonal friend of the Ayres family,
to use his Influence to have the body
of young Ayres returned here for
burial.

Con-

...

Wasington, Aug. 16. Congress is
uneasy over the situation, created oy
President Taft's veto of the legislative, executive and judicial appropria
tions bilL
The house, failing to pass the measure over the president's veto yester
day, Is prepared to drop the civil service seven-yea- r
provision and again
force the president to pass upon the

abolishment of the commerce court.
A canvass of the senate was begun
today to develop the attitude of the
majority. While a bill to abolish tha
commerce court probably would he
Man
Dangerous
Captured.
Roapproved
by the senate, members disWashington, Aug. 16. Colonel
to
liked
attach the provision to
again
officer
Mexican
a
belo,
revolutionary
wanted by the United States for vio an appropriation bill and call dowa
veto that might prolong ths
lating the neutrality laws, was arrest- another
t
ed at E!l Paso last night, according to session,
to
canvassed
are
houses
Both
being
The
General
Stever.
a report from
find out whether the bill could bo
military authorities are expected to
turn him over to the department of passed over a veto If it contained only;
the commerce court provision. Atjustice.
from
Yale In tempts are being made to dispose of
Ayres graduated
1898 and Immediately entered minihg business so thatJo.nJ3itlriay be'
and railroad engineering in Mexico. reached next Thursday, but the ap
American officials hope to aid in propriations bills are a stumbling
blocfc
s fll"preserving order by refusing to allow
The conference over the postal bill
Unitnot
vouched
for
the
persons
by
ed States or Mexican consuls from has begun, but the general deflcicm-c- y
bill has not yet been taken up In
crossing the line from El Paso.
the senate and army bill hzM not
entered conference. The sundry; civil
Rebels Leave Border
and the Indian and naval "bills are
Columbus, N. M., Aug. 16. The
In conference.
several hundred Mexican rebels who still
Sharp dissension broke out In the
were encamped opposite here expecthouse approing to seize 50,000 rounds of ammuni- subcommittee of the
tion on American soil, left for the In- priation committee during reconsiderterior today. American soldiers pre- ation of the legislative, executive and
vented them from getting the am- judicial bill. Two members were said
munition two daya ago In a fight, to be insistent that both abolishment
of the commerce court and the seven-yeduring which one Mexican and one
civil service provision be tv
American soldlerr were wounded.
sisted on, but the majority held oni?
the latter be kept in the bill. The
subcommittee decided to leave it to &
decision of the full court later.
DAHEOW BOASTED
ar

PICTURES

BY PROSECUTOR

The government's petition says be- rental exchange In the United States,
tween 2,500,000 and 3,000,000 feet of with one exception, at a cost of
d
in cash and $734,800' in
pictures are printed each week by
stock. The alleged unlawful
to combination
manufacturers and distributed
of the defendants became
thousands of exihlbtors all over the effective January 1, 1909, according to
The
United
government the petition. At that time the power
States).
claims that a sum greatly in excess of the monopoly of the defendants
of '$100,000,000 had been Invested In was absolute, It Is said. An exhibitor
the different branches of the business. has to pay $2 a week to the Patents
The defendants control, It Is added, company, it is said oh every exhibitfrom 70 ta 0 per cent of the film ing machine owned by him, even Inbusiness,
furnishing approximately cluding machines sold years before to
the exhibitors without any condition?
exhibitors.
7,400
The MotioftvPioture Patents com- being attached to the sale.
' "Defendants
through , the Patents
pany, organized. In New Jersey, in
September, 1908, Is the holding com- company," the petition adds, "were
pany of all the motion picture patents enabled to and did determine whether
of the defendants, Other than col- new. motion picture theaters should or
and distributing royalties should not be opened and whether cH
lecting
the
defendants, the hill says, ones should be closed, although deamong
the Patents company's only business fendants had no proprietary interest
is the bringing of law suits under the In such theaters. This power they
patents it holds. Hundreds of suits have exercised and continue to exerand
unreasonably
have been brought It Is alleged, "to cise arbitrarily
harass and oppress all persons engag- through the Patents company."
The moving picture anti-trusuit
ed In the motion picture business who
filed
today is regarded by the departhave not obeyed Its mandates."
The General Film company, organ- ment of justice as one of its most Imized In Maine In April 1910, and al- portant moves under the Sherman
leged to be the agency through which law, as It squarely asks for a judithe defendants films are distributed cial determination of the relation of
to exhibitors thorughout the country, that statute to the patent laws. The
was formed, the petition
avers,' ro suit will test the right of corporators
monopolize the business of the retal and Individuals to join their respecexchanges, which previously distrib- tive patent, monopolies tnto one big
monopoly through combinations and
uted the films.
This company, it is declared, has agreements. These Issues, it is deacquired the, business or cancelled clared, are brought out more forcibly
the licenses, held from the Motion in today's suit than any pending antiPicture Patents company of every trust litigation.
piv-ferre-

CAPTAIN
TELLS
FREDERICKS
JURY ACCUSED MAN COMMITTED MANY CRIMES.
Los Angeles, Cal., Aug. 16. There
was no desire on his part to protect
the local attorneys of the McNamara
defense 'In the bribery scandal, according to District Attorney Fredericks who resumed today his closing
argument In the trial of Clarence S.
Darrow.
- The . defendant
had charged that
the district attorney held his former
associates immune from prosecution
because they lived in Los Angeles
and he, Darrow, was a stranger, Cap-

"

tain Fredericks declared that the
bribery must have been instigated by
an attorney in the McNamara case,
but that none of the attorneys knew
what Bert Franklin, the briber, was
Fredericks atdoing but Darrow.
tacked the important witnesses for
the defense, branding most of them
as perjurers. The half dozen newspaper men who impeached Franklin's
testimony alone having been absolved from that characterization.
The prosecutor then went into an
analysis of the state's evidence as to
the various alleged offenses charged
against Darrow during his preparation of the McNamara case.
"There was not a week during that
declared Fredericks,- "thai
time,"
the defendant was not committing
some crime against justice."
-

1
...

Columbus,

JUAREZ

OF TRUST CONTROLLING MOVING

Samuel
William
Pelzer,
Kennedy,
Long, J. A. Berst; Slegmund Lubin,
Gaston Melles, Albert E. Smith,
George K. Spoor and W. N. Sells.

I

another rebel group numbering more
than 1,000 men. It is the mobilization of these three bodies which OrorcoxWill attempt to accomplish, in
the meantime avoiding the federals.
The evacuation of Juarez was or- MAY SEND APPROPRIATION BILL
FEDERAL TROOPS WILL TAKE
BACK TO PRESIDENT WITH
derly. Two trains
departed south
POSSESSION IN ORDERLY
during the night carrying on each
CHANGES
MANNER.
about 400 men. General Orozco remains in Juarez with a scant 20O folof more STILL AFTER CCn"IECE CCU1T
TEEEE WILL EE
FISIITIK3 lowers of what was a group
than 1,000 men. Tbe ' rebels ultimately are bound for Sonora the bor- V'LLING, HOWEVER, TO CUT OUT
VIGILANCE COMMIT-TECITIZENS'
der state to the west, where the remSEVEN-YEOlVi'. SERVICE
WILL ASSUME THE
nants of Orozco's former army have

BY MEANS OF ACTION IN THE FEDERAL COURTS

Me-lie-

Senseless 1

are Against

CITY EDITION

GOVERNMENT SEEKS TO CAUSE DISSOLUTION

Philadelphia, Aug. 16. The federal
government attacked the
moving picture trust in a civil suit
filed here today for the dissolution
of the Motion Pictures Patents companies and the General Film company.
Ten leading film concerns a.ro accused of combining to monopolize the
business, even to the extent of increasing or decreasing the number of
in which
moving picture theatres
they have no proprietary interest.
The following corporations and Individuals, who are officers or directors, are named defendants: Motion
Picture Patents company. General
Films company, Blorraph company,
(Inc.), Essanay
Thomas A. Edison
The
Film Manufacturing company,
Kalem company (Inc.), George Kledne,
s
Lubin Manufacturing company,
Pathe
company,
Manufacturing
Freres, the Sellf Plyscope company,
the Vitagraph company of America,
Armat Moving Picture company,
Frank L.. Dyer, Henry N. Marvin, J. J.

M

the Weather

TELEGRAPH OERVICG

Juarez Mex., Aug. 16. General
Orozco left Juarez early toPascual
Washington,
behind a small rebel
vened at 10 a. m.
day leaving
Agreed to consider campaign con- guard to preserve order until the artributions bill Saturday, bills of lad- rival of federal troops. The guards
ing Monday and vocational school bin looted the customs house but secured
ho money. The American and GerTuesday.
a citizens'
Conference report on Panama canal man consuls organized
bill was approved by a vote of 48 to committee to protect the city with
18 after a fight against
It led by Benito Aldaz in command. All saloons and most of the stores were
Chairman Brandegee.
closed. United States border patrols
Convened at noon.
House:
Chairman Hamlin of state depart- stopped all traffic from the Ameriment expenditures committee filed can side.
informal report reviving old charges
Juarez, often affected by erupof dangerous ; practices in expendi tions, is about to undergo anothtures by the state department.
er change. The Mexican border city
' Representative Warburton, In set is being evacuated by the rebel soldenounced
speech,
diery and federal troops moving along
the) irailway to the southwest are
campaign in Washington state.
ready to enter Juarez when the last
rebel has gone. This amicable ar
rangement evidently wad made to
LEADERS ARE NOT
prevent a repetition of Ihe battle of
Juarez of the Madero revolution
WORRIED AT AIL when El Paso, the .Texas city across
s
the way, was showered with bullets.
General Pascual Orozco, the rebel
,
commander-in-chiefhas
promised
SENATE
THAT
INFORM TAFT
would be no fighting in
that
there
WILL NOT PASS TARIFF
Juarez. But just now he is engaged
BILLS OVER VETO.
in a problem to work his way out
in which the federals
Aug 16. Assurances of the trap
Washington,
bill be voted down.
were given to President Taft today have' placed him. He is practically
by such regular republicans as Sen- surrounded) with government forces
ators Root, Crane and Smoot that on the south, east and west. North
MANY TRAMPS PERISH
sen- of him Is the International boundChicago, Aug. 16. Fifteen or twenty there was little chance of the
ary.
or
wool
tarift
the
ate
stael
passing
tramps were said to have been burned
The rebel forces here go first to
to death in a fire which destroyed the bills over his veto.
Washington, Aug. 16. The conference report on the Panama canal
bill, containing the provisions against
"trust owned" ships and granting
free tolls to certain American vessels, was adopted by the senate today, 48 to 18, after a futile fight
against it led by Senator Brandagee,
chairman of the Panama canal committee.
Senator Brandagee urged that the
report be rejected, the measure allowed to go over for the session and
a committee of the house and senate
be appointed to thresh out the problems involved. He attacked the bill
as finally framed.
"I believe the bill now Is a violation of our treaty obligations with
Great Britain and I can not vote for
It" he said.
Senator Brandagee proposed a temporary resolution giving the president
power to organize the canal force,
to publish maximum canal tolls of
$125 per net ton. arrange for wire
less telegraph installations and make
provisions for repair of ships.
Senator Brandagee conceded that
he could not offer the resolution as
a substitute for the conference report, but urged that the conference
report and the accompanying canal

d

SOUGHT SAFETY;

h

ESOEE

Mar-jori-

jured.

old "Panorama" building, at South
Wabash avenue and Hubbard Place,
James O'Nell, resthis afternoon.
cued from a window In the dome, after ha had been burned severely, told
the police that 20 companions' were
asleep in a closed loft.
Early search by police and firemen
in a portion of the ruins failed to disclose any bodies. Fire Chief Seyfer-lteaid he itoufcted O'Nell's story.

WILL SIGN BILL.
Aug. 16. President
Washington,
Taft expects to sign the 1160,000,000
pension appropriation till' today. As
soon as the president signs the bill,
E3ANDA0EE- FI03TS
will be ordered by
the
wire to at once honor the drafts of
SAYS IT IS A VIOLATION OF THE the
eighteen outlying agencies, which,
OLD TREATY WITH GREAT
by the provision of the law which so
BRITAIN.
long delayed its passage, will go out
o existence on January 31, 1913. After that date, the pension bureau in
BAIEED Washington yill mail checks, direct.

young woman who accompanied Mr.
Goodwin and Captain Albert Hyder
e
of the launch Nora, was Miiss
Moreland, leading lady for Goodwin's last company. She was unin-

quest of District Attorney Whitman
of New York, Governor Dlx today designated Justice Goff "to preside at
an extraordinary term of the supreme
court to be held in New York Sep jured.

V.

SHIPS

AMERICAN

ADDITIONAL

SLAYERS

WIRES

Most

Kicks
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tember 3, for a speedy and vigorous
prosecution of indictments whici)
may be found" as a result of the Ros
enthal investigation.
In announcing the designation of
TO GET
Justice Goff, governor Dix in a state
metit declares that "if there actually
exists an infamous crime syndicate,
TOLL
LOCATED
as has been charged in which 'mur
der his finally become an Incident,
the facts should be authoritatively
"GYP THE BLOOD AND "LEFTY determined to cthe end that every SENATE. ADOPTS PANAMA CANAL
CONFERENCE
REPORT
thing which; h88..made 8ucn a.sharne g(
,
LOUIE" WANTED FOR BOS- ful condition possible may be tramp
.THIS AFTERNOON.
ENTHAL MURQER.
led upon the destroyed.''
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BARRY SUCCEEDS GRANT.
Aug. 1G. Major GenWashington,
j
eral Thomas H. Barry, U. S. A., superintendent of the military academy
at West Point, has been assigned to
command the eastern aivision wltn
headquarters in New York, succeeding the late Major General Frederick
Dent Grant. Colonel C. P. Townsley,
First artillery, in command of the
Portland Maine, artillery district,
will succeed" General Barry as superintendent of the military academy
August 31.
Brigadier Genera; Tasker H. Bliss,
acting since General Grant's death as
commander-in-chie- f
of the Eastern
division,) retujms to his duties as
.
commander of the department of
the-east-

MARINES ARE LANDED. ;
Washington, Aug. 16. The 360 marines landed by the collier Justin at
Corinto have been sent to Managua
to reinforce the bluejackets from the
Americans
and
gunboat Annapolis.
other foreigners at Matagalpa have
been informed
by the government
they must be prepared to protect
themselves.
.

FIREMAN HURT
Ceyenne, Wyo., Aug. 16. Charles
Tuffts a member of the Denver fire
department, was run over by a street
car here today when attempting to
board It to go to the frontier show.
Tuffts was In a crowd and was pushed underneath the front wheels of
the trailer. The wheels passed over
his right leg, breaking it In two
places.

,

FIELD IN NEW

PEDAGOGUES

GET

CMSSEilLY

CERTIFICATES

they, being mining men, were cuil?118
enough to find what was in the big
ledge. No one knows the extent of
the vein. They do know that It may be
traced for at least five mile on the
surface; no one hag any idea to what
TAOS COUNTY DISCOVERY HAS depth It may run; but at all places SAN MIGUEL AND GRANT COUNTY
EXAMINATION PAPERS ARE
CRAZY
SET PROSPECTORS
where exposed it is at least four feet
GRADED
WITH ANTICIPATION
in width and mineralized throughout
cities."
makes
metal
with the
that
.Santa Fe, N. M Aug. 16. The
Denver, Colo., Aug. IC Gold deand San Miguel county teucb-ers- '
Grant
Gold
Reveals
at
almost
of
vast
extent, lying
posits
Graphite Blasting
examinations have been giadail
the gratis roots in a vein four feet
Alamosa, Colo., Aug. 16. What is
wide, the ore assaying from $700 to claimed to be one of the richest de by the state superintendent, and cer
$2,2j0 a ton, are said to have been posits of gold in the west has recent tificates awarded. The examinations
uncovered by a cloudburst in north' ly beon discovered in the southern were held on July 19 and 20, and thtse
ern New Mexico within 20 irlles of end of the San Luis valley, near the certificates have been Issued to the
the southern boundary .of Colorado, village of Cerro, N. TvT. Reports of teachers taking the Grant county ex.
and' experienced mining men of the fabulous strikes have been in, circula animation: First grade Eleanor Al
early days in Cripple Creek declare tion for several weeks, but it is only meida, Kennedy, Sallie Eckard, Pinos
that the discovery assures tae up- in the last week that these reports Altos; Addie M. Elder, San Jon; Ed
building of a mining ramp as great have been verified by samples sent na King, Hollene; Edna Lint, Obar;
to the assayers of Creede, Colorado Bert E. Penix, Corona? Mrs. M A.
as Cripple Creek.
Todd, Texico; Evallna Walker,
Fifteen hundred men am ileclared Springs and Denver.
Stella Coleman, Gallup
to have already arrived at the new
Samples have been sent to assayers
Second
grade Genevieve
Anaya.
gold field and they have staked out by the Hardin Hines Mdning company
A.
Beaty, Des
ground for, miles. The original dis of this city, which ran $32, to $36, $48 Bernalillo; Roy
Oth' Moines; Mrs. Virginia BIock, Estan-cia- ;
coverers endeavored to preserve see and $57 to the ton respectively.
Chesmaa Prooks, Des Moines;
recy concerning their finds but were er samples sent In by James Hynd'
unable to do so, and each train to man and Frank - Carlson, ran even Pearl Brosn, Montoya; Anita Can
the nearest railroad station carries an higher than this, one sample from a dolaria, Las Cruces; R. A. Crawford,
fissure going as high as $2,200 to the Piano; Zeta de Berry, Hachitaii Viola
increasing number of prospectors.
Dobson, Rodeo; Jewel Dunagan, AniThe new camp Ilea 50 nii'os from ton.
The discovery of gold is accredited mas; Leona Easterwood, Nolan, TexBlanca, Costilla county, Colorado, on
La TIr peak, the name of which ap to Hyndman. and Carlson, who have as; Ida M. Eppes, Plalnview; Carolina
pears on some recent map as Latin, been prospecting in that section for Gonzales, Bernalillo; Alice Grabe, fill
To reach it, one goes from Denver to about a year. Their original purpose ver City; Rita R. Griego, Sandoval;
Blanca, 281 miles, on the Rfo Grande was the development of deposits of Mary E. Lee, Leopold; J. M. Mann,
thence 31 miles south to Jaroso, Colo., graphite, signs of which were numer Lakewood; Bessie May, Silver City;
on the San Luis Southern, and thence ous. While masting tor me latter Ettle Meador, Estancda; Mary Met- by stage 15 miles south and east to deposits they uncovered a vein run- calf, Silver City; Zoe Pendleton, Car1
Hazel Bell Reilly, Fairview.
Cerro, N. M from which point the ning better, than $10' a ton and this
Third Grade 'Grace R. Hyland.
new camp ig four miles distant. Blan they have followed up until now they
ca and Cerro are the only outfitting are about 110 feet from the side of Chamherino; Vera B. Lewis, Cann
points near the camp and of these the mountain and about the same dis tillo, Texas; Mamie H. Morris,
J
tance from the .surface, the vein slop
Blanca is the larger.
enters
the
Those passing the San Miguel ex
range,
La Tir peak is in the gangr? de ing upward as it
has7
The gold discovery
already amination were aa follows:
Crlsto range, which extent's soulhcertificates Mrs.
First
ward from Colorado into New Mexico, brought great numbers of prospectors
grade
and is in Taoa county. Tt ':es almost to the new field, and Mr. Hyndman, Majyme Simmons, Tularosa; Beulah
due south of Denver, a line between who has just returned from the dis- Wright, Farmington.
Second
certificates Susie
the two points swinging only 30 miles trict, states that at least a hundred
gared
claims' have been 'staked out. by as Gillespie, East Las Vegas; Florence
to the west.
The news of the gold dhrovery was many prospectors. Most of these are Grimes, Columbus; Ida Johnston,
Tula-rosbrought to Denver by A. M. Kearns, located along the range north and Floyd; Alfred Livingston,
Mrs. Laura 8. Miller , Tnlarosa;
of the A. M., Kearns Investment com souilh from the original discovery, but
pany, 238 First Nationat Bank build' a few of them are seeking the yellow Mrs. Marie C. Navaro, Alcalde ; Ida
ing, and John Sandburg, 295? West metal down the gulch and making $50 F. Ross, Solano; Myrtle F. Warren,
It is said Elephant Butte.
Douglass place, who have land inter a day by placer mining.
Third grade certificates Annie
ests In Taoa county and had been in that the Red River, which bounds
that region on land businea. La Tir the southern' border of the range, is Breen, East Las Vegas; Mrs. Anna S.
peak is adjacent to the land of the rich in gold sand and Is yielding the Chacon, Las Vegas; Perfecto Galle-goVillanueva, Joseflta, Garcia, Las
iled River Land and Water company, experienced "rockers" small fortunes
l
Vegas, Julia Herrera, Las Vegas;
every day. E,dward Preston, an
in whicKi2iey"B,V'e fiilercat?3r 7
in these parts, claims to have
Water Canyon ; Delia
Kelly,
"So far as I can learn," said Mr.
in Scheurioh, Kelly; Josefita
Ullbarrl,
Sandburg, "we are the first people to taken $1,400 out of the Red River
come out of that country with au- less than two months. A prospector, Las Vegas; Louise Ullbarrl, Laa Ve
thentic information concerning the sent out by a Boston syndicate, has gas; Elena M. TJriasta, Las Vegas;
claims for his as Gregorita Varela, Las Vegas.
gold strike, as everyone el?e who has staked out several
Las
Sevtenty teachers took the
gone in there is staying, believing be sociates, about a mile from the pre
newcomthat
examination.
the
The
and
fact
ent
known
Vegas
deposit,
country
into:
the greatest go'd
has got
In the world. "While the Information ers are turning in his direction, be- many teachers were in attendance at
we have is largely hearsay, we got it lieving that he has made another dis the Silver City and Las, Vegas normals accounts for the many different
including our covery.
flrom (reliable men,
The richness of the discovery has localities represented by the teachen- trusted employes, and we saw the
been kept quiet, because the original who passed.
ore and the assay return").
"The gold was found only a week prospectors are not looking for out
KEEPS BENNINGTON DAY
ago, by three or four Alamosa men side help to develop their claims. It
who had gone in thero tj fish. A has now, however, gone beyond the
Montpelier, Vt., Aug. 16. In ac
few days before they went Into that possibility stage and as soon as the cordance with custom Vermont today.
country, there was a big cloudburst, new field becomes generally known observed the 135th, anniversary of the
and when they reached LaUr peak, a rush1 ia expected to the new dig- battle of Bennington as a legal holithey found a ledge exposed for many gings. The formation of the moun day. Flags were raised at many
feet that looked good to them, they tain near Cerro is not unlike that of ponits, and as a rule the banks and
being old mining men.. They look Old Mexico west of Chihuahua, where all public offices remained closed.
vsln, and some of the richest mines in the world
The .battle of Bennington, though
samples across a four-fothe assays showed $2,250 to tV ton. are located. It Is a broken mass, ap- comparatively small as regards the
They have gone; down 26 feet malting parently cemented by volcanic erup- number of Its participants, was one
assays1 aa they went, and the lowest tions ages ago. The veins are at all of the most important conflicts of
return has been $700 to the ton across times well defined, but of irregular the revolution so far as results are
vein.
shape, from 12 feet at their widest concerned.
The battle is generally
We entire four-foo- t
"John Erickson, a pioneer of Cripple down to a few inches their narrowest recognized by historians as the turnCreek, who) cleaned up $300,000 or part. At a point 100 feet from the ing point of the war. It was the first
told me mouth of the tunnel in the Hyndman-Carlso- n time in history that raw militia had
$400,000 in Cripple Creek,
mine the vein is 12 feet thick contended
four-foot
vein
outcrops for at
that the
against insuccessfully
least two miles and has been traced and six feet wide. It was there, that trenched regular troops. It made the
,.
for more than five miles. The vein the $57 ore was taken.
victory of Saratoga possible, which
The new discovery; is located two in turn encouraged France to recogIlea between, walls of granite and por
phyrygranite on (one side and por miles east of Cerro, N. M, ,The sur- nize the Independence of the Ameri
"
phyry on the other and Erickson sayg vey of the San Luis Southern, already can colonies,
new
mile
runs
of
a
the
within
will
Is
no doubt that ,the camp
graded,
there
prove to be the greatest since Cripple camp, the discovery of which will
Parishioner (to locum tenens, who
Creek, if not greater. There Is not probably mean the extension of the a few Sundays previous was asked to
an Inch of barren rock in the four- - .Southern to Cerro. At present all the pray for Lucy Gray) Yer needn't
e
ore is hauled to Fort Gar
foot vein as far as it has 'been tested,
pray for Lucy Gray no more, parson.
and the ore admits of treatment by land and Blanca and from there shipLocum Tenens Ah! And is the
Puecheap .processes! I saw some of it af ped over the Rio Grande to the
poor soul dead, then?
ter it had been roasted and the gold blo and Globeville smelters.
Parishioner Oh, no, sir; nothing
stuck; out 'of it in lumps the size of
like that. She won by over two
SECRETARY WILSON 77 YEARS
my thumb.
It were a fine race. "
lengths.
Washington,
Aug. 16. (Secretary
"I know that at least 500 men are
now camped on La Tir peak, with Wilson, head of the department .of
claims staked out all along the ledge agriculture, reached his seventy-seventbirthday anniversary today.
for miles, and Erickson and others
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YEAR
OPENS THURSDAY AND CONTINUES THROUGH FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
MOUNTAINAIR
CHAUTAUQUANS
ALREADY ARE WORKING
ON PROGRAM.

Win-fiel-

the

ore.

"The ledge has been exposed there
for perhaps centuries, but Its appearance gave no indication to the people
who went Into the country to fish or
hurt thnt It carired metals. The mem
fcers of the Alamosa party who dfs- -

Time has dealt leniently with the secretary, wao apparently is as vigorous
as the average man of 50. No other
executive officer in the government
service in Washington has anything
on Farmer Jim wnen it cornea iu
putting in a full day of eight or ten
hours at the desk. Mr. Wilson is a
native of Scotland, which fact, so his
friends laughingly asprt, account's
for hia ability to hold his job longer
than ;any other cabinet officer in the
history of tho country. He was appointed secretary of agriculture by
Prosldflnt MnKinley in 1S!)7 and has
served continuously ever since.

These
Shoe Sales have become important merchandise events
fl. looked forward to by all Shrewd buyers as unusual
.
A

Mountainair, N. M., Aug, 18. In a
statement given out yesterday, John
W. Corbett, one of the men most refor the success of the
sponsible
Mountainair Chautauqua, declares
that, prospects for the gathering next
year are of the brightest. Mr. Corbett
says that the Chautauqua has come
to stay, and from present Indications,
his prophecy is well made. He declares that the usefulness' of the institution to the state at large is beginning to be appreciated, and that
the organization is gaining a good
foothold in the minds of the people
as an annual combination of recreation and cultural development.
His
statement, in part, is as follows:
"The increased attendance and the
larger interest manifested at the
dust
maeting) of the Chautauq.ua
closed, has give.n the movement an
impetus that promises big things for
the future. Secretary Hening, of the
bureau of Immigration, says he doeB
not know what the legislature1 next
January may do to his organization
but he wants another day next year,
anyhow. His date has already been
set for Tuesday, August 19, 1913. Albuquerque also wants another chance
to make good and will be given the
opportunity. A suggestion by Mrs.
A. H. Garnett of Estancia, that an
effort be made to get the club women
of the state behind the movement is
being considered seriously by some
gi the leading women of the state
"and if they can be enlisted in the
work as an organization it will not
be long until the mother institution
at Chautauqua, New York, alone
will excel
the New Mexico state
With all natural advanChautauqua.
tages ours and the need of the institution beginning to be recognized and
its usefulness appreciated, there is
no reason why this prediction should
not become a fact, i
"Next year's meeting will begin
August 12 and it is planned to have
the Wlnfield, Kan., program end just
before ours begins, and Prescott,
idea being to
Arl?., to follow-rtbe- .1
work together in the matter of ser,ui
ing talent and also to arrange so that
there may be no conflict in dates.
With the completion of the Be en
cut-of- f
this part of the mountain
country is much the easiest of access
to the residents of southern Kansas
and Oklahoma and the idea of a
"Winfield Day" at next year's meeting has been suggested, which, if
carried out will prove to be the biggest event of the entire session.
has the best band in the southwest outside of Kansas City and the
plan Includes the presence of this
band during the entire session.
"With the plans now under development and the forces at work behind
the movement, the success of next
year's meeting is already assured and
th permanency of the Chautauqua
Is beyond question."

Semi-Annu-

Money-Savin- g

year,

Opportunities

This one will exceed our previous sales as our Snrinc and Summer nurchases were much
we have more broken lines to dispose of beore the new Season

y larger than

usual-there- fore

opens.
Our entire stock of women's Oxfords, Pumps and
Sandals, including Satins, Velvets,
Cloth, Suedes, Pattent Leather, Gunmetal, Vici Kid aad Velour Calf, worth from $2.50 to
$4.50 special for this sale, per pair-- .
A .
. . ,
.$1,B3
Coro-natio- n

....... .......

All boy's and children's Oxfords and Sandals,
including an excellent variety of styles, all
sizes, worth from 85c to $3.00, special

j

About 200 pairs of men's Douglas Oxfords, all this season's
styles, in Tan Calf, Gunmetal
and Patent Colt Skin, worth $3.50 per
pair, special for thie sale

$f.G3

Women's Silk

One line in small check-

ed Gingham, Blue or Pink
sizes 2, 4 and 6 years, 25c
quality, only ISc.

A Pure Silk "Onyx" hose
with Lisle thread tops, heel,
toe and sole, black only, per

One lot of Lingerie Waists
in a variety of styles, worth
from $1.25 to 2.50 each, sizes

One line in solid colored

Chambray Gingham, Pink
or Blue, long or short
sleeves, 50c quality, special 33ts

pair

21c

Women's Lingerie
Waists

CEfLCMS EC:PERS

Hose 21c

i

.

38 to 42

only, special, each,

What is Left From Our Spring and Summer Line ol Women's and
Misses
C0ATS

SUITS, SILK AND LINGERIE CHESSES,

Until Saturday Evening August

- HALF

;-

-

WOOL

CHESSES,

WASH C3ESSES, SSLK

LINGERIE WAISTS, MILLINERY AND PARASCLS

WAISTS,

;

2Mi

Your Choice at Just

:

PRICE

r Laa Veas'Loodin

Store

'3

OULY
Established

1862

South SidePtaja

n
CAPITAL PAID IN

d

CI ID Dl

ffijvS

$100,000.00

Cunningham,
Springer,

C!7 V)D-

0

President
t.

-

T--

Hldl

Lsxs Vogas

alleged to have been Instituted against products of the company's factory. The trial will be commenced In the United states court
here next Tuesday. Judge James L.
Martin of Battlehoro, Vt., will preside
and the case wilt be heard by a Jury.
The Loewe case is regarded as tne
most important legal controversy of
its kind, that has ever arisen between
American capital and organized labor.
As originally! begun the dispute was
of a local character and apparently of H
small significance, but before long IK.

IQ

Cashier

i

'

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

'

I

$50,000.00

LAS VEGAS

SECOND TRIAL OF 1.0 EWE CASE.
Hartford, Conn.,: Aug, 16. Attorneys for both sides have completed
preparations for the second trial of
the case of D. B. Loewe and company,
of Danbury,
against officers and
members nOf tne United Hatters of
North America for damages alleged
to have been sustained by reason of

i

Savings Dank

boycott

h

told us that there were at least 1,500
people in the district, though a week
ago there were only a few fishermen
there. Samples have been taken all
along the outcrop and everywhere the
game high values in gold are found,
with a little silver, but the people are
not paying any attention to the silver
or any other metal that may be in

XT

wo.1"11

19 value sny tlu;y
have paid no attention to It it It ha1
not. beon further exposed by the cloudburst junt before they went In. The
cloudburst revealed its extent and

eoert'd

'

1
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TWO

You have to broil a beefsteak,
You have to boil a ham,
You have to fry a whitefish
And roast a leg of Iamb.
But when a package of Post Toasties
Is lying on the shelf,
No fry, no broil, no roast, no boil,
Just go and help yourself.
,.

WilUeo hy JOHN N. DOYLE,
Ferry & Co., Detroit. Midi- -

Cu.ro, D. M.

One of trie 50 Jlnirles for Ivbieh thePostum Co.,
Battle Creels. Mich., paid $1000.00 iq June. ;

Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the San Miguel National Bank

Wm. G.

Iiaydou

I

President

n. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

Vice Presides!
Treasurer

1

Interest PeJd on Deposis

1

at.

it had practically resolved itself into
a contest between the American
association and the
American Federation of Labor.
The history' of the case dates lack
to 190Jj when the union hatters emtt

preme court of the Untied States on
the question whether thG allegations
Difidp constituted a -- violation of the
t
Sherman
law.
In February, 1900, tne supreme
court handed down, a decision to, the
eff ont that the allegations, constituted
a violation of the law, and in October,
1909, the case was begun in the United States circuit court at Hartford
and after a long trial the jury found
for the pwiutififa and awarded them
damages of ,22,000. That the mjr-ica- u
Federal;,.' of Labor was back of
the hatters
brought out In the
Hiivtford trial. V. - r.ril of last year
the XTnlted States Z'.-court of ap

ployed by D. E. Loewe and company
struck.
Suit was brougtit in iflO'J
against Martin Lawler and 239 otn-e- r
members of the hetters' union, and
damages of ?260,000 claimed for
The case,
hicfj
boycotting.
was taken up by the American
was flint
assocltion,
brought to the United States district
court and the superior court of Fairfield county,
Conn., hut was not,
Tt wm taken trt tlin nil
tiinfl thorn
I"
g

sion of the United States circuit court
and remanded the case for a new

trial.

anti-trus-

:

At
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in Is'pw
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NOTICE

TO CONTRACTORS.

Plans and specifications for the
of annex No. 2, New Mexico State Asylum at Las Vegas, N.
M., are on file at the office of the
medical superintendent, (which contains all information neressary for
bidders,
Sealed proposals for the above
work will be received by the medical
superintendent up to 9 o'clock a. m.,
Tuesday, September 3, 1912.
DR. II.: M. SMITH,

V

Superintendent
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COMMUNITY ADVERTISING, IF
PROPERLY MANAGED, PAYS
An

RAILROADSVQULD f
HANDLE

Expert Publicity Man Gives His Views on the Subject

The following extracts from a re- ested in your general section, yoji
cent article of Roy Bedichek, of the get him right on the wing so to speak
Deming chamber of commerce are you get him nine times out of ten
well worth thinking about when con- without correjjpondence.
Vou also
sidering community advertising. Mr. reach the dissatislfied resident of
Bedichek, by the way, is to direct the hearby communities, a source of capexpenditure of a $25,000 advertising ital and population that certainly
and development fund which Deming should not be overlooked.
Besides,
has raised,for use during the coming a liberal advertising contract with
year, the campaign to start in Octo- such a newspaper will dispose that
ber 1. Deming has outsripped ev- paper to display your news more
ery town in the southwest in its
prominently, and the news of your indevelopment campaign and dustrial development day by day is
the predicition that Deming will have the most valuable advertising that
7,000 people within two years, and a you can print.
It "is in the western portion of the
great farming district tributary, is
pretty certain to be realized. Mr. United States that we find commun
Bedichek writes In part:
ity advertising in full f lower. They
The chief aim of community adver- - believe in it; they have determined
. tleing should be to accelerate the de
its value ty the acid test of long ex
velopment of the community's resour- perience. I heard the chairman of a
ces and to bring about a symetrical publicity committee of one of the
industrial expansion, to attract with- smaller towns sin New Mexico make
in the borders of the community all a report of the year's work of ni
the capital that can be productively committee to the commercial organ!employed therein and as large a num- zation of the town while gathered
ber of citizens therein as can support around the banquet board. The re
themselves in comfort
sults which he gave in detail were
Mere increase of population, may truly amazing. He was an enthusi
or may not be, desirable. I have a ast in the work, as is evidenced oy
community in mind which set about his whole address, ,and particularly by
advertising its climate as a cure for the closing paragraph which I venture
tuberculosis. It also advertised the to quote:
"We need more and more publicity
erection of a sanltarimu at which
hoard could be had for twenty dollars We need the California
variety of
publicity
per month. By the time the adver- - publicity that
up and absorbs the
tising commenced to bear fruit, the that swallows
sanitarium was a failure. The streets publicity of other sections. We are
were thronged with tubercular people bound to study California as a model
of scanty means, and every day or in this line of work. There are val
two a subscription list was passed leys in California that are no more
around among the business men of beautiful than ours; where the soil
the town with requests for contribu- is not a whit more productive
tions to help defray the burial ex- where markets are far inferior, and
penses of some poor consumptive still where land sells for $500 per
pauper which the advertising had at- acre as against our land at $100 per
tracted there.
acre. What makes
tie difference
After a number of years experi- The answer Is intelligent publicity.
ence in this sort of work, I am con That $400 extra value exists only in
vinced that the ordinary commercial the minds of the purchasers, and that
club scatters is advertising shot too value was created in the minds of the
much.
It advertises, as a rule, too purchasers by publicity of the right
far away from home. The average sort. We can, if we think best, stop
town can be developed completely by our values right here, and worry
the people with the capital, which along for a generation or two with
is located within a very few .hundred out further increase, without further
'
miles of it. Rushing Into the popu- public improvement, without all those
lar magazines Of national circulation, beautiful things that go with a
as so many small communities do, wealthy civilization.
On the other
is in my Judgment, a great mistake. hand, we can make the vpry name of
The more widely scattered advertis- our valley magical throughout the
ing, the larger office force you are country, make it connote all that it
compelled to employ to follow up in- beautiful and romantic about the dyquiries properly. It is much easier ing of the Old West and the birth, of
to move a man a hundred miles than the new. Make it an
it is to move him a thousand miles. and significant name in the topic of
The man you have interested within reclamation; make it a name that
a radius of say, two hundred miles shall draw the very best citizenship
will visit you in person. The one you within the shadows of our mountains,
have interested across the continent make the valley which it signifies
will write you a dozen letters, and wealthy by making it most desired."
When something of the spirit em
may finally start your way, but he
will get stop-ove- r
privilegs at a doz- bodied in the foregoing quotation
en different places, all of which will takes hold of a community, that comhe in direct competition with you in munity is on the threshold of a nota
ble industrial expansion.
landing him.
Far more effective advertising is in
AIR COMPETITIONS
the newspaper of the metropolis of
the particular section in which your Berlin, Aug. 16. Much interest
town is located. There are distribut- manifested in the series of aircraft
ing points for prospectors Just as competitions scheduled to begin to
there are distributing points for cot- morrow at Gofcha, under the patronage
g
ton or any other commodity. The of the Duke of
and Go
man who is on the still hunt for a tha. .The competitions are in line
new location goes first to the metro- with Germany's
plans to
polis of the section which he wishes outdistance all other European na
to investigate. From' this point he tions In the development of aircraft
takes prospecting side trips until ne for military purposes. Prizes of con
finds the location which suits him. siderable value are offered for the
He naturally reads the newspapers of best results attained in aiming mis
the metropolis he is visiting careful- sileg from airships and aeroplanes
ly, and while he is thus reading you and in taking photographs from flying
catch his attention.
machines. V
e
A good, ringing, truthful
advertisement of your community's
OHIO FRUIT GROWERS MEET
16. The Ohio
natural resources and industrial opO., Aug.
Wooster,
portunities inserted once or twice a State Horticultural society held its
week in the leading newspaper of the annual summer meeting, here today
city which Is the natural distributing with a large attendance of fruit grow
point for your section will bring you ers and horticultural experts. The
many times the returns that the twig blight, the apple scab fungus
same money will' bring in the nation- and the best methods of storing and
al periodicals. The point is that you marketing fruits were the principal
catch the man who Is already Inter subjects of discussion.
.
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When the blood becomes infected with any unhealthy humor the effect 13
shown by some definitely marked disorder like Eczema, Acne, Tetter, Psoriasis, Salt Rheum', etc. Humors get into the blood usually because of an
inactive condition of the system. Those members whose duty it is to expel
all refuse matter do not properly perform their work, and an unhealthy acThen instead of performing its
cumulation is absorbed into the blood.
:
natural function of nourishing the skin the circula
tion irritates and inflames it because of its impure
condition. A thorough cleansing of the blood is
ui'i i
the only certain cure for any skin disease: external
"""
- C- I applications can only give temporary relief. S.S.S.
V 1V
I'
itltr till rilYMllritinn anA rfrivM oil rtinrmrafrnm
the blood, and in this way makes a permanent and
complete cure in every form of skin trouble.
S. S. S. supplies the blood with the nutritive qual- lues necessaiy m eusiam me BKin ana preserve 3
natural texture ana perfect appearance. S. S. S.
cures Eczema, Acne, Tetter, Salt Rheum, and all other skin eruptions or
diseases. Book on Skin Diseases and medical advice free.
TllZ SYIFT SPECIFIC CO, ATLANTA. CA.
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Blood.

Hot weather has a very weakening
on women. They become too
languid to exercise and have appetite
APPEAL
TO SHIPPERS TO USE for
light, tasty foods, like salads and
DISCRETION IN ORDERS
other cold concoctions, which do not
FOR CARS
digest readily and, tend to increase
their natural tendency to constipation.
Kan., Aug. 16. Officials
Topeka,
At this season women, especially,
of the Santa Fe and Rock Island in need all their
strength to resist the
Topeka are Interested in the efforts enervating effect of the heat Good
of many of shippers over the country
regularity of the bowels
dlgestion
to avoid a freight car shortage by iare essential.- some fruits have laxa- rushing shipments and the loading t,ve propertie3( but they are uncertain
and unloading of cars,
in their effect, and are not generally
Freight congestion and a shortage advised. A mild bowel stimulant and
of cars are being predicted by raildigestant such as Dr. Caldwell's Syrup
road men of the central west to ocPepsin, la preferable because it Is cercur before the end "of the year. Comes tain
In its effect natural in its action,
a. report from Kansas City.
In antiand wholly safe. Take a dose of Syrup
cipation of this, the chairman of the Pepsin at night and by morning the
Association of Western Railways has
sick headache and indigestion will bo
Issued an appeal to industrial traffic
gone.
managers and commercial organizaDr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin Is sold
tions to aid in modifying the conges- In
drug stores everywhere, and costs
'
tion.
fifty
qents a bottle; a larger size, in
The appeal asks that ail lumber,
tended
for family use, costs one dollar.
cement, coal and such freight be movIf you have never used Syrup Pepsin
ed in the next few weeks, "before
and would like a free trial bottle, post
the railroads are staggering under the
paid, write to Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 406
movement."
crop
Montlcello, Illinois.
railroad men Washington, St.,
out
It is
effiect

-

'

pointed

by

that the surplus of oars on July 11,
1911, was 149,072 and that this was
reduced on October 25 td 20,532. This
year the surplus of cars on July 18
was 88,922 and if the reduction is a3
great as last year there will be a
shortage of approximately 60,000 cars
by the end of October.
Besides the small number of cal
available it is shown that the wheat
crop of Kansas will be approximately
50,000 carloads greater than last year
and that the crop of northwestern
states will amount to nearly 100,000
carloads more than In 1911.
J. R. Koontz, general freight agent
of the Santa Fe, offers as evidence of
the concentrated movement among
shippers a recent action taken by the
president of the Simmons Hardware
company, of St. Louis, in sending the
following letter to his employes:
"The extent to which the railroads
are able to move promptly the great
crops which are now just beginning
to be harvested, will affect to a great
degree, the return of business prosperity In this country.
"An important factor in their ability to move the crops promptly will
be their"abllity to avoid a freight car
congestion, and that will in turn deof
pend largely upon the
of
upon
receivers
and
goods
shippers
tha promptness with which they load,
unload and release- - cars which have
been placed for them,
"Everybody can help, and the larger
shippers in proportion. As our tonage for 1911 totaled 15,000 cars, and
our business is larger this year, we
can, be of material assistance in this
matter by taking care to load and un
load Immediately every car that Is
placed at our disposal.
"This is to direct you to give that
matter"' unusually close attention for
the remainder of this year, and ;o
see to it that your traffic departments
get all the men they need and get
them promptly to carry out the spirit
of these instructions, even if work in
other departments is temporarily de
layed thereby,

"In addition to doing all you can to
facilitate the movement of any oars
consigned to or by us, do all you
can to influence others to show the
same disposition to
with
the railroads for the general good that
will come from a successful effort on
the part of all hands to avoid freight
congestion this fall.
You will find the majority, when
the thing is properly presented to
them, will be glad to
whereas few will do anything unusual
In that direction unless a suggestion
Is made to them along these lines,
and simply because they will not
think of it themselves.
Let us see what we can do in our
own work and by our influence to
the situation in this way."
Mobilization of Wheat Cars
St. Paul, Minn., Aug. 16. More than
55,000 freight cars have been assembled in the wheat raising districts of
the northwest east of the Missouri
river, in readiness to handle the crop
that is now being harvested. These
figures were gathered from the three
roads traveling the grain fields of
Minnesota and North Dakota and centring in this city. An official of one
of fhe roads said that about 20,000
cars of grain are now ready to be
loaded for shipment to Minneapolis
and Duluth.
Railroad men say that the mobiliza-- '
lion of such a large number of cars
wiii not cause a shortage for other
traffic, as ample provision has been
nrfade In that direction. Cars sent to
tiie agricultural districts have been

loaded with coal or other commodities
with orders to send them back filled
with wheat
Speed in Loading Cars
St. Louis, Aug. 16. Circulars now
being sent out by commercial bodies
to shippers in St. Louis urge upon
the shippers and railroads to begin
active and energetic preparations to
prevent a oar shortage. The circulars

CENTENNIAL OF SURRENDER
Detroit, Mich., Aug. 16. One hun
dred years ago today the city of De
troit, and with it the entire territory
now comprised in the state of Mich
igan, was surrendered b;r General
William Hull to the British army in
command of Sir Isaac Brock. The

Protecing Laborers' International
tive Union of Americas will meet In
Terre Taute, t Ind., September 17.
The International
Union of North America will hold Hs
EUOOPEAF
next annual convention iat Denve,',
Colo., beginning with next Monday.
The American Federation of Musi
surreuder waa the first important clans has at present a cash balance
event in the war of 1812 between the of $89,000 in its
treasury and 588 lo
United States and Great Britain.
cals on Its roster, all in good stand
General Hull was governor of the
AMERICAN 'AMBASSADORS STUDY
CREDITS
territory of Michigan when the war
The International Alliance of Thea
He was
FOR PRESIDENT TAFT.
began.
appointed to the trical Stage Employes of the United
command of the army of the nortn-wes- States and Canada at the
present time
with directions to invade Can- comprises 250 locals and 42 branches.
Washington, ,Aug. 16. Ambassador
ada. This was to be the first imat Paris' reports to the
Herrick
to
the industrial accident
According
movement
of the record of the Canadian department
portant military
today that Jn his work of
war, and nobody in the United States of labor, 62 persons were killed and investigating the
credit
doubted that it would
be crowned 249 injured in the course of their em- systems of Europe he has the volunwith success. The invasion was to ployment in the month of June.
tary assistance of Edwin Chamberbe through the western border on the
The domestic union. In Germany, lain of San Francisco, as representaDetroit river.
is the youngest organized only two tive of the American Bankers' assoGeneral Hull took command of an years ago, and numbers 25,000. The ciation and John D. Dillon, president
army of volunteers at Dayton, O., in law does not permit strikes in this of the Agricultural association of
May, 1812. Soon after he received a union. Should a servant leave her New York. These men are giving
message from the war department or- mistress without due notice, she If their services gratis simply to assist
Ambassador Herrick in the compiladering him to march Bpeedily to De- arrested.
troit and await orders there. When Union labor throughout Australia is tion of his exhaustive report on Eurohe reached the Maumee river he em- uniting to fight the bill pending in pean
credit systems
barked his baggage and stores on sev- the Queensland legislature for com- which it is proposed to make tha
eral small vessels. At this time he pelling Industrial peace. The meas- basis of some system of land mortdid not know that war had been de- ure prohibits strikes under heavy pen- gage banks to be organized . in this
clared, but the British commander alties until time has been given for country.
knew it, and when the vessels arrived a 'government arbitration board to
near Fort Maiden they were captur- attempt settlement.
N. Breitung of Marquette, Mich., and
ed with all their valuable freight.
The workmen's Insurance law be- Breckinridge Jones of St. Louis, Mo.,
Early in July General Hull reached came effective in Great Britain re- are now en route to Paris and will
Detroit, and found the British on the cently, with ten million wage earners add their services in the work of inother side of the river throwing up on the rolls under its provisions. Ten vestigating this question. Mr. Breiintrenchments. In a few days the thousand Liverpool dock workers tung is interested in the ore business
received or- went on a strike to signify their ob- in the northwest, and considers that
American commander
ders to advance, and immediately he jection to the method of collecting the
credit system will
crossed his troops over to the Cana- the insurance premiums from the
dian side of the river. ' The army workers themselves.
the waste lands in the northwest,
advanced toward Maiden successfulComparative statistics show that which for years have remained undely, but suddenly fell back, and hear- while the cost of living of a railroad veloped, in his opinion, largely on acing that" large British forces were employe In the Unulted States la less count of the lack of cheap money. Mr.
coming General Hull crossed the De- than 50 per cent higher than that of Jones Is also a man of independent
troit, river again and established him- a corresponding employe in the Uni- fortune,- and has volunteered to help
self in the fort
ted Kingdom or on the continent his Mr. Herrick simply because of the
The British followed and prepared compensation, on a general average great benefit which he, as a banker,
to attack the fort, His troops were for all lines of work, is twice as great believes wjll accrue to the American
ready and anxious to fight Dut without It is reported that a new wage farmer and, through him, to the enoffering any resistance Oreneral Hull agreement carrying substantial wage tire nation through the adoption of
surrendered the fort, the army and increases for the eight thousand min- the
credit system in
The ers in the state of Wyoming, has Just the United States.
the territory of Michigan.
American forces were estimated at been signed by representatives of the
Two other men have placed themabout ,2,000 men. These, with 2,600 operators and officials of the United selves on Ambassador Herrlck's auxstands of arms, 30 pieces of ordnance Mine Workers of America. The agree- iliary staff Todd Ford of Califorand 40 barrels of gunpowder, were ment just concluded 'will remain' in nia, and Mr. ingalls, son of
force until September 1, 1911.
delivered up to the British.
Ingalls of Kansas. Neither ot
The hotel chambermaids of New these men is receiving compensation
General Hull was later aummonad
to a court martial, which iouml him York City, of whom there are several for his services. Mr. Ford is preparguilty, of cowardice and seat weed thousands, are being urged by labor ing himself for the diplomatic serhim to death. The sentence of death representatives to form themselves vice.
,
was not executed, but he was dropped into a union, so that their grievance,
The services of these men. Ambastorn the army rolls. In the course which Include, among other things, sador Herrick believes, vill enable
of time General Hull's conduct met long hours and unsanitary.! and un- the embassy to so push the work o
with vindicatioa in the minds of the comfortable sleeping accommodations, the compliation of the various re
people, and much of the blame lor may be effectively and promptly dealt ports which will be sent' in by the
'
laid with.
the surrender of Detroit wa.s
officers that
American diplomatic
t
fcr its fail
Comprehensive plans to organize the final report will be ready for
upon the war
ire to make adaqmw preparations the labor employed in the iron and President Taft by October- next,
pi eel
for carrying on tae wa,
industry of, this countr aie which will probably give him an opabout to the Iaun.'ied by the Ameri- portunity to. submit his legislative
can Federation of Labor. The cam views at the next session of congress,
I
paign to bring the employes of the which convenes in December.
LABOR WORLD NOTES.
open shops" In the country into the
union is about to begin with the
I
One of the most common complaints
holding of organization meetings si
working peoplo are afflicted
in every city audi town that hard
multaneously
with Is lame back. Apply ChamberThere are now 1418 organizations
or
an
steel
iron
plant
having
lain's liniment twice a day and masaffiliated with the California State
sage the parts thoroughly at each apFederation of Labor.
plication, and you will get quick relief.
Old papers tor sale. Optic office. For sale by all dealers.
The annual convention of the Build
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say:
"Manufacturers and , shippers can
greatly help themselves, the railways
and all other shippers by loading and
unloading all cars delivered to them
as promptly as possible. Every t'me
the loading or unloading of a car is
needlessly delayed the available sup
ply of cars Is needlessly reduced, and
no shipper has any right to complain
that he is not furnished enough cars
if be ds by his own acts noed;essly
and wrongfully reducing the available
supply of cars.
"Shippers can help greatly by load
ing all cars to as near their capacity
as practicable, The more freight
there is loaded in each car the less
cars will be required to move all'oT
the freight." It is urged that ship
with the ra'lroad compers
panies to secure the greatest results
from the available car supplv, and to
tlili end all are urged u release cars
wth the least possible delay.
Gain In July Earnings
Total gross earnings of all United
States railroads making weekly
to the statement compiled by Dun's Review, for- .the month
of July aggregate $36,030,098, a gain of
6.1 per cent as compared with the
earnings of the same, roads for the
same month a year ago. This is the
statement
most favorable monthly
since April, when a gain over last
year of 7.6 per cent was reported, and
compares with an increase of 3.9 per
cent in June and 4.3 per cent in May.
Increasing activity in the railroad
business of the country is reflected
in the large gains shown by practically every road reporting. The most
pronounced expansion is noted on Missouri Pacific, gross earnings on that!
road during July showing i Increase
over a year ago, of $589,964, this being
closely followed by a gain on South
ern of $511,369. Other roads on which
notable expansion appears are Louis
ville and Nashville,
$173,007;
St
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Min
Louis Southwestern,
$242,000;
neapolis, St. Paul and Sau t Sta Marie
$135,796; Internatlonpl and Great

Northern, $163,000; Mlssjrl, Kansas
and Texas; $57,970; Te.ias and Puri
ne, $53,845; Denver and Rio Grande,
$46,200, and Buffalo, Rochester and

Pittsburgh, $44,400,
In the following table are given the
gross earnings or ail united States
roads reporting to date for the month
of July and the gain as compared with
the earnings of the same roads for
the corresponding period a year ago;
also for the same roads in the two
preceding months, together with the
percentages of gains over last year:
1912

July ......$36,030,098
. 35,337,463
June
May

34,084,055

Gain

Pet

6.1
3.9
4.3

$2,155,397
1,349,382
1,411,869

The "Progressive" Party

-

Is the individual, man or woman, who
uses Foley Kidney Pills for backache,
rheumatism, weak back, and other kid
ney and bladder irregularities. Foley
Kidney Pills are healing, strengthening, tonic, and quick to produce beneficial results. Contain no harmful
drugs. Never sold in bulk. Put up, in
two sizes in sealed bottles. The genuine in a yellow package. O. G. Schaef-e- r
and Red Cross Drug Store.

TO

HfF:

iOODS

Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his

'statements'.,':;

"

'',.--

.

.'

He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only & protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
Ydtl are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

It

Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods

I
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to the populist "national convention"
who met in St. Louis the other day
and argued six hours over a
say's the Kansas City Journal.
The pathos of this' "nation?l convention" is deep. From a movement of
militant activities that once sent representatives,, and senators to Washington, elected, governors and hal a
more or less formidable candidate for
the presidency,, the dwindling populists now hold their "national convention" In a hall bedroom and pick at
the wreckage of dead hopes.
The "gathering'; at St. Louis is
rendered( sadder .by the thought that
practically, all th,e, glowing "issues"
of the past .are, now approriated by
the Bull Moose and the democrats.
With melancholy loyalty to tradition
the populist "national convention" reaffirmed the "platform of 1892 with a
number of new planks, one being
the ', "recognition of. the Chinese re
public" It .is a far cry back to the
populist ,platforni.,pf 1892. A great
many things have happened since
then. . On b. one these old populist
planus naya .been stolen and all that
was left last; spring went into the
Roosevelt "confession of faith.",, For
the populists to '.'reaffirm" their prig
inal platform is much like a feeble
old man
reaffirming the golden
dreams o( a
youth. The one
new demand is "recognition of the
Chinese republic." And here Is some
thing that, seems to have been over
looked by tie, other parties. Even
Roosevelt forgot to "recognize" the
Chinese republic, but that may be
explained on the theory that the Colo
nel does not hope to get any votes
from the" Chinese. ' If the Chinamen
in this Country had votes the colonel
doubtless would be a zealous champion of their ."rights'; in China.
The poor old 'pops' seem to be wandering naked in a desert. Practically all their, clothes now adorn Bryan
or have been, passed, along to Roosevelt. .That the pops are still alive
to the fundamental reforms of twa
decades'. agd"; is shown by their renewed adherence to government
of telegraph and telephone
systems,
Initiative, the referendum, direct election of United States
senators', direct primary, presidential
primaries, equal suffrage, registration of lobbyists and a graduated Income and inheritance tax. But there
is nothing in this list that has not
been proposed by Bryan or Roosevelt. If, there is anything really new
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POPULIST "NATIONAL

CON-VENTIO-

Tears start and the heart belts a
solemn requiem to dead memories
when we read of the eight delegates

far-of- f.

f"

own-ershi- p

KATE EDWARDS MAY BE FREED
Reading, Pa., Aug. 16. Freedom
Is believed to be In eight for Mrs
Kate Edwards, the most remarkable
woman prisoner in the United States.
For 11 years the woman has been
confined in the Berlss county jail under sentence of death. '" Once
gallows was erected where she could
Bee It from her window. Then came
a reprieve, which reached the Jail

while a minister was administering
the last rites to the condemned woman. Since otbat time three governors of Pennsylvania have declined
to sign the death warrant, and now
her case la to be brought before the
board of pardons with the probable
result, it is believed, that she will
be given her freedom.
Mrs. Edwards and a negro named
Gleason were arrested for the murder
of the woman's husband. The negro
was a paramour of the woman and
the husband declared he would kill
her. In fear of her life, Mrs. Edward killed her husband one night
and threw the body into a well. On
a second trial Gleason was acquitted,
but; the woman was convicted and
sentenced to be hanged.
Mrs. Edwards came to prison vi
cious lo the last degree, a drunkard,
unkempt, desperate Intractable. She
was like a wild beast Good women
and patient ministers worked years
to reform her. The success of their
efforts has been nothing less than
marvelous. Today the woman posset
es a very fair education, is an adept
at needle work, extremely neat in her
personal appearance and deeply religious, in her nature.

WDARSDALL WE DO WITH :v
4 THE COMMERCIAL CLUB?
prominent Las Vegas business
man and booster, who has at heart
the best Interests of the city, has con
tributed the following article dealing
with the situation with which the
Commercial club Is confronted; read
It and think about it, Mr. Business
A

Man:

There is a grave question confronting this community at the present
time. It Is, Shall the quarters now
occupied by the Commercial club be
abandoned and the club reorganized
lines or
along strictly commercial
shall it be rejuvenated and the quarters retained?
i
There is much to be said on both
sides of the question and it Is one
which deserves the most thoughtful
and serious consideration of the bus!
ness interests of the city:
Those who favor the abandonment
of the club quarters state that the
money which Is used to maintain the
quarters could be used to much better
advantage in advertising the resources and advantages of this city and
county. They state that only a small
percentage of the members take advantage of the opportunities offered
by the club for recreation and entertainment On the other hand, those
who favor maintaining" the quarters,
take the position that In the event tie
quarters are abandoned there will be
no place at which public meetings
can be held, delegates to conventions
entertained and where business men
can take their visiting guests and
make them feel at home.
Adherents of the plan to retain the
club quarters point to. the fact that
other organizations, when they desire
to hold a business meeting, do so in
the rooms of the club; when the law
yers, doctors, bankers or merchants
hold a convention or meeting In this
city, the club quarters are Invariably
thrown open for their entertainment
and that these .gatherings are much
more successful and, in fart, are made
possible by the fact that we have
here such a well appointed, conveniently located club.
The establishment of these quarters
represents an outlay of several thou
sand dollars and It Is pointed out
that it would be only a matter of a
short time until the demand for quarters of this character 'would be so

OF

i

11

in demagogy the populists ought to
put it into their platform. The tiling
needs the yeast of sensationalism. It
is mouldy and uninteresting, reminiscent of a time long gone. The elghi
lone "national delgates" evidently
were discouraged.
Their one single
contribution to the whoop and hurrah of the day was the "recognition
of the Chinese republic." But China
is a long way oft and besides there If
no crying objection to this proposal.
There Is lacking the stimulus of opposition.
Why don't the eight "national delegates go over to the Bull
Moose In a body? Roosevelt would
be glad no doubt to Incorporate to J
recognition of the Chinese republic of
the protectorate of ZImboctan or the
independence of Mulberry Center for
half a dozen votes.

..,'.'.,.
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strong that it would be necessary to
open quarters elsewhere.
That the maintenance of a commercial club Is a necessity n every com
munlty cannot be questioned. There
is no city, town or hamlet so small'
in these days of organization that It'
does not boast of its commercial body
and there are few places
Indeed
where such a body Is not housed In tne
best quatrers the corammilty catf afford. Why then should ImM yegae,
even though passing throrfgh 4 period
of financial depression, abandon quar
ters which have been maintained for
years as one of the show places ol
the city, even though itj may mean a
small personal-sacrificon the pait
of theiljuslnes mea"toJrep np the
smui amount or mommy 'aueam! ' '
Onji of,' tbe commoneetfansnrere to
this query isthat the ' Commercial
clubaisjinob.idolngjtheiiiwork; that lt!
should"do In" building up the commu
nity. Ley us grant that this Is true;
how much are the individual members
of the club responsible for this con
dition? ; Let each business naa esk
himself what have I done in a per
sonal way to support the club; how
oftenfoave I attended meetings when
they 'have been called? How have I
with the officers
striven to
in enterprises looking towards the
publics welfare?
The routine work of the club in the
matter of issuing literature, answering
correspondence regarding the resour
ces and advantages of th's section
lias been carried on faithfully. The
board of directors has taken up every
matter that has been presented for
consideration and has given time and
efforts freely and without compensation towards furthering the Interests
of the city, but no set of oflcers and
no board of directors, however faithful, can make up for laclc of Interest
among the members. The board if
directors Is now confroutai wttlvtho
problem of either increasing the revenues of the organization or abanshall It be?
doning
Do you as an active business man
of Las Vegas' want to have it said
that this "city cannot even maintain
a commercial body housed in appro
priate quarters? If you belfeve that
the club should be maintained are
you willing to let someone else bear
e

'

lch

all the burden or ere you 'willing to
do ytjur part and give not only of your
mon&y but your time as well toward
malting this a bigger, better city.
A? call
has been dmed for, a meeting in the club rooms on next Monday evening to thoroughly consider
and discuss this matter.. What are
ou going to do about it? Stay at
home and shirk the responsibility or
attend the meeting and express your

sentiment whether for or against?
No community can grow- without
and tLat cooperation can
best be had through a' live organization. To secure a live organisation
you must do your part. IT IS TV TO
-

YOU.

'

INDIANS INVADE VILLAGE.
Hillsboro, N. M., Aug.., 16. A band
of Mescalero Apaches invaded Hillsboro a few days ago, after the lapse
of a quarter of a century since fj,he
last, invasion of these Indians. This
Visit .as. entirely jpeaceful, however,
.the Apaches J)ingc, en route ijnta jthe
mountains in search of ', tr.easure
which they bellev was buried ,in J.tya
part of the country many years ago,
Among the party was an' old Indian
who participated in Victorlo's bloody
raid in 1879. - This Indian is past
70 years of age and tooty part. In var
,

ious Indian raids in the early days.
He was also a government scout; he
was camped here long before HIUs-bor- o
was established, and later on he
camped here with the United States
soldiers. He knew Ventura and Jose
Trujlllo, the latter when Trujlllo was
living on what Is now known as the
S. L. C. ranch and Is owned by L. C.
Latham. This old Indian recognized
E. Teaford, whom he had met in Arizona nearly forty years ago. He also
remembered the time when the
Apaches killed Americans and Mexf-can- s
to the number of seventeen at.
Oak Springs, a few miles south ot
Hillsboro during Victorio's raid.
The party was headed by Marion
Simms, who was accompanied by his
wife, and aumberd about ten persons
coming from the Mescalero reservation in Otero county. Mr. and Mrs
Simms rode in a covered carriage
while the other members pf the party
rode in heavier canvas topped wagons. Mr. Simms is a man, of education and has a good farm on the reservation well stocked ..with horses,
shep, goats and cattle.
,,..."
The' Mescalero Apache branch of
the Apache tribe that thirty years
.

"

.

ago were counted by the many hundreds hag now diminished to a total
of some 450 sou's.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE.
New York., Aug. 16. Trading on
the exchange today was almost tue
dullest of the week, with a tenden-s- y
toward reaction. Leading Issues
ruled under yesterday's final quotations In the first hour, but made
some recovery towards noon.
Canadian Pacific abruptly declined
(
two points and American Tobacco
fell almost five. The movement as a
whole reflected
nothing quite so
much as public and professional inThe speculation became
difference.
The rlHe in prices
dull at midday.
ceased except for a few
specialties in which manipulation was
d

evident.
The market closed irregular. Searing ,pf the activities roused general
recessions to lowest prices in the last
hour,' but something of a raily came
fiji the, final dealings,
Steel and Un-ijPacific showing support.
The last sales were as follows:
85
Amalgamated
Copper
American Beet Sugar
..1284
110
Atchison
141
Great Northern
117
New York Central
Northern Pacific
.....130
....171
Reading .
113
Southern Pacific
175
Union Pacific
74
United States Steel
113
United States Steel, pfd.

m

"Have you selected your party

replied the amateur suffra"There are only a few animals that can be used for hat trimming, and they go out of style so
gette.

rap-idly- i"

-

I REAL ESTATE
Report No.
U. S.A .

TRANSFERS

August 12, 1912.
Librado
Ribra
March 5,- - 1906,. 160 acres, sections 11
and 2, township 13, range 22. .
Quirino Montoya et al to Placlta
Ranch Co., June 24, 1912, land In San
Miguel county. Consideration J267.50.
Jose T. Garcia et ux to T. B. Catron, July 13, 1912, land in San Miguel county, place called Rindon Del
Consideration $1.
Capulin.
328,
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CLOSK OuT'OF.ALL

FIHAL

Special Inducements Offered to Make R.oorn For Blew Fsk.ll Stocks
$1.25

Sheets,

81x90

hemstlched, best sheeting, each..

Comforts and Blankets
Seasonable

98c

hemmed, good Sheeting, ;each....79c
85cSheets, 81x90, hemmed, medium weight; jeach....65o
22c
30c Pillow Cases, 36x42, hemstitched , each,
....19c
25c Pillow Cases, 36x42, hemmed, each
each
...26c
35o Pillow Cases, 36x45, hemstitched,

Offerings

Fall and Winter.

$1.00 Sheets, 81x90,

In Good

Clean Bedding

Cretonnes-Silkolin-

Entire Stock Delivered to
Best
Best

Your Home at a Discount of

Ready-to-Wea- r

Apparel

Goods--

1

r

or Gold's Hat ia the

House at

1--

2

Off.

Men's Oxfords, entire Etock.

Your Choice of Any Man's or
iBoy's Straw Hat at

1--

3

Off

'

"The
"

.ll&c

I

(i

n

nJi

i

j

E.LasVegas,

i

50c and 60c
Ties-Fu- ll

v- -

off.

A VERY NICE LINE OF
SIZES; STYLES AND QUALITIES
LFFf
FROM WHICH TO CHOOSE. A! GREAT
OPPORTUNITY
COME AND
THE GARMENTS WE. CAN SHOW. YOU WILL
BE DE- -

.$3.0

of Quality'

h

5

MEN'S, WOMEN'S, EOYS AND G11LS

.14.5
9Sc

OFF ALL TAFETA SILKS

store

at

NETS

....llfee

17c

1- -4

off.

Entire Stock of Summer Underwear Reduced 14

(

Per Ceaf Off on All Summer Suits

5

10 PER CENT OFF ALL HIGH SHOES

,

15o Percale, 36 Inches wide, best quality,"per yard
13c Gingham, 27 inches wide, nuftu better, per yard
Galatea Cloth, 27 inch, per yard.;.
10 yards Lonsdale Hope Muslin for .
12 yards English Long Cloth, worth 35o yard for

and Dresses

Any Ladie's

fancy Art Dennims, per yard...23e

Bargains in Dry

Money-Savin- g

I

5

and FANCY DRAPERIES,

4

3

Ladies' Oxfords and Pumps, your choice at
Childrens' Pumps and Oxfords at
off.

per yard.. 11c

yd..7c
'

Off.
One lot of Fine Wash Dresses, sew stock, all sizes at
Womens' White Lingerie and Silk Waists, all reduced 25 Per Cent.
1--

36 Inch Silkolines,

27 inch Cretonnes, our regular 10c grade,
4
OFF ON ALL SWISSES, ARABIAN

For Women
33

15o grade,
35c grade,

1

Shoes and Oxfords

es

Draperies Etc.

for

;.;.....

Specials in

I

H

HwtS

Sheets and PillowCases

em-

blem?"
"No,"

a.

iit.ii V. y

Foar-in-IIiic-

d

Ken's

43 inches Long For 39c

$1.00, $1.25 and $1.50 Men's
Fine Shirts, 93c

N.Mf

5

LAS VfiCAS DAILY
E. G. Murphey, the druggist, left
this afternoon on a ten days' trip to

PERSONALS

'

Denver.
'
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Becker returned

this afternoon from a short trip to

F. W. Harden, Jr., of Albuquerque, Denver.
"was ia Leg Vegas today on business. 4 Attorney W. G. Haydon left this afWilliam' Green left yesterday after- ternoon on a short business trip to
'
:
noon on a short business trip to Oma- Clayton.
Dr, W. T. Brown, superintendent of
ha, Nob.
E. p. DuChanne of Dealing was in the Valmora Industrial Sanatorium,
Las Vegas yesterday and today on was a visitor in Las Vegas today.
Rev. C. McReynolds left this afterbusiness.
A. G. Green camo in last evunir.g noon for Mountalnair where he will
from Ma home in Albuquerque on a spend several days attending a camp
:
v
'. . short
meeting. business trip.
Miss Dora Peebles and Miss liertli:i
Dr. and Mrs. B. E. Murphy ofWat-- .
Ward of Houston, Tex., are guestg ot
rous were visitors in Las Vegas
Mrs. J. C. Baker at her home ou
afternoon and today.
A. D. Rica of Trinidad came In Inst Main street.
Santa Fe Conductor Clark returned
evening from his home in Colothis afternoon from an extended trip
rado on a short business trip.
j
Dr. W. R. Tipton left yesterday af- to Portland Ore.,' and other points in
"'
ternoon on delayed train No. 10 o a' ithe northwest.
'
C.
short business trip to Watrous.
Tinch',ec1aragent of 'tljiej
Cat company; returned
.JVotor
Haynes
L.
H.
solicitor
for the
Waldo,
Judge
& huslriess
Santa Fe railroad, returned last night this aiternooh from a? week
m
"
al
:!
trip td' Denv&, ,u"'
from a short trip to Kansas City
El
cairne
Wrs.'t.
Webb
children
and
H. L. Turton, Santa Jf'e divisiot
foreman, returned last evening from in last night from their hom in Pasa short business trip , to Lamy and adena for a; visit with Mr. Webb's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Robblns.
points south.
Mrs. D. 'J. Leahy and children reMiss Helen Kelly, who has been in
tits4 afternoon from a two
turned
Hodgea for the past ten days tlie
weeks'
visit in Raton, where they
Miss
guest of
Katheryn Drake, is
were the guests of Mrs. Jerry Leahy.
home tomorrow night
Miss Jeanette Spiess, 'daughter of
Jerry Qulnn, Santa Fe conductor,
left yesterday afternoon on a month's Mr. and Mrs.' Charles A. Spiess, returned ttis afternoon from a visit
trip to New York City, Washington,
with friends and relatives in CaliforD. C., and other points in the east.
"
'
Mr. and Mrs. M. T. Nolan, who nia
Miss Louise" Daum and Miss Mary
have resided in Las Vegas for the
Daum, accompanied by their niece,
past year, left Wednesday for
Miss Elizabeth Padgett, daughter of
S. D., where they will
Colonel M. M. Padgett, returned this
afternoon from a trip to California
George Pritchett will leave tonight
on train No. 2 for Fort Madison, la., points. '
M. Eckhart, who has been employfrom whence he will go to Ames, la.,
to attend the Iowa Agricultural col- ed as cashier of the Casteneda hotel
for the past six weeks, left last evenlege.
ing for Trinidad, where he will hold
chilMrs. J. S.; Moore and three
a similar position in the Cadehas
reand
Herbert
John,
Susie,
dren,
Mr. Eckhart is succeeded as
hotel.
turned yesterday afternoon from Den
cashier here by John Rumohr, the
ver, fohere they had been for the past
day clerk. M. C. Whitcomb, the night
'
ten oays. '
'
clerk, will succeed Mr. Rumohr.
InterL. L. Jewitt, representing the
Miss Elizabeth McCrickett, a memstate Casualty company, which is beber of the faculty of the Michigan
ing organized in Santa Fe, came in State Normal
College in Ypsilanti,
yesterday from the Capital City and Mich!) is in Las
Vegas,, the guest of
will be a short time in Las Vegas
Mr. and Mrs.'H. J. Ryan, Miss McIn the interests of the concern.
Crickett formerly was a resident of
Summers Burkhart returned last
Las Vegas at which time she had
afin
home
to
his
Albuquerque,
night
of the primary and kindergarcharge
ter having been in Las Vegas two ten
of the Normal Unidepartment
sesdays in attendance at the annual
"
r
versity,
sion of the State Bar association.
i.Leo., Regensberg, Sidney Regens-berg- ,
Chief Justice Clarence J. Roberts
Eugene Tipton, Elmo Tipton
and Justice Richard Hanna of the
and several joung men from Kansas
New
ourt
who
of
Mexico,
supreme
a
were in Las Vegas In attendance at City returned yesterday from
near Taos. The
week's
camping
trip
the annual session of the State Bar
report heavy rains between here
"
association, returned to their homes boys
and
Taos, which made the return
In Santa Fe last night
a hard one. . The young men
Will R. Tipton, Jr., son of Dr. and journey
to make the trip to Taos again
expect
Mrs. W. R. Tipton, has returned from
on September 30, this being the ocPhiladelphia, where during the past casion of the Indian dances there.
two months he has been a student at
the summer school of the University
of Pennsylvania in the, architectural
"What's the trouble with the camdepartment. Mr. Tipton attended the paign glee club?"
University of Notre Dame during the
Our best tenor got
"Disbanded.
past winter, and will be graduated jealous because he thought the canfrom that institution next year.
didate was getting more attention
C. D. Black, the well known mesa than he was."
farmer from Mishawaka, was a visitor in Las Vegas today from his homeHouseholder I give you my word,
stead. Mr. Black reports that heavy
is all I have in
rains fell on the mesa Tuesday and three seventy-fivthe
house,
counWednesday night and that the
'
try is looking fine. Crops are all in Burglar Well, Boy, when ye figure
me tools, how dy'ye exgood condition and this year should me time an'
me to make any profit at that
pect
to
farmers
one
the
a
prove
profitable
,
rate?
of the country east of here.
'
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TARVER IS TRAINING.
Clovis, N. M., Aug.i 16. The
heavyweight battle to be staged in Clovis on August 29 with Cass
Tarver, the Texas giant, and Frank
Beverly, a Dallas white hope, promises to attract a large crowd of fight
fans to this place. Tarver, accompanied by his trainers, arrived here
Sunday morning. A corps of carpenters spent Monday arranging training
quarters in the Reidoria hotel building. Tarver began training Tuesday
and will continue to work out each
day until the day before the bout.
Tarver jumped on the sales in public
Monday .and tipped the beam at, 255.
The battle is to be staged under thb
auspices of the Coyote club and headquarters have been opened in the Palace pool rooms. W. T. Pace, Beverly's
manager, has wired that Beverly will
reach .here on the 24th. A contract
is being made with Kansas City pard

ties to furnish a tent with a seating
capacity of 2,500 for the bout. .The
for general adprices will be
mission, $3.00 for reserved section,
with 50 ringside chairs at $5.00.
Seats will be on sale after August 20
and may be reserved byJnail'Or wire
to the Coyote club, Clovis, inhcare of
E. M. Dean, secretary.
$1-5-

Tarver is the man who was here
4 to challenge the winner of
the
fight.

on July

n

ABE LET

FOB IMPROVEMENTS
COURT HOUSE WILL BE MADE
HANDSOMEST STRUCTURE IN
NEW MEXICO

reakf ast- Monbtbhyi

structure.

V

'The

blaze was discovered by Mrs.
IMl
L. L. Brown, who resides next door,
at about 1 o'clock; Mrs. Brown had.
been aroused by a noise in the unocESLLS TEHEE
cupied house, and a short time later
otieed smoke pouring through the
eaves of the roof over the pantry. ROCKY FORD IS THE SCENE OF
The house wm full of smoke when the
A DISTRESSING AND FATAL
firemen arrived, and this greatly ham
TRAGEDY
pered their work, despite which fact
the location of the blaze was soon disRocky Ford, Colo., Aug. 16. Three
covered and confined to the rear' of persona are dead and one other is
the residence.
thought to be dying as the result of
Many things point to the fact that either arsenical or ptomaine poisonthe fire was started by some person,. ing, according to the belief of physi
whether through an accident or by cians. The dead are:
deliberate act is not known. The resi " Mrs. Lena Latzke, wife of the Rev.
dence had been cleared out and made Gustav Latzke, Sr., pastor of the Ger
ready for occupancy yesterday, ( and man Lutheran church here.
there was no trash of any kind in the
Hanna Latzke, .their
v
pantry with which the fire could be daughter. '
'
started. Dr. Houf stated that he lock
Gustav Adolphus Latzke, Jr., aged
,
ed every door and window in the 12.
...--V
house when he left last evening, but
Rev. Gustav Adolphus Latzke, Sr.,
Chief O'Malley, of the East side Are is said to be dying. Thejnembers of
department found the back door un- the Latzke family were taken violentlocked when he arrived on the scene. ly ill yesterday after eating of
This would indicate that some person soup made In an enameled kettle,
had forced his way into the house, Several physicians were called and
with the view to spending the night agreed that deaths were the result of
there, and that he dropped a match or poisoning. They are at a loss, howlighted cigarette, thus starting the ever, to explain how the poison could
blaze. This theory is borne out by have gotten into the food..
the fact that Mrs. Brown was aroused
It was suggested that the poison
by hearing some one In the supposed- was placed in the food deliberately
ly unoccupied "building.
but Dr. Latzke declares he has no
The electric light current had been enemy, and knows of no one who
shut off several days ago, when Mr. would knowingly do either himself or
McReynolds moved from the house, so his family harm.
the blaze could'' hot have originated
Looks Like Murder.
from defective wiring.
The Rev. Mr. Latzke is sinking rapThe last three flreertwo of which idly and it is' not believed ha will
proved unusually destructive, have recover. Dr. T. B. Wilson, coroner
originated from unknown causes, and of Otero county, has been investigatthis would point" to Incendiarism. The ing the poisoning of the Latzke famorigin of both of the recent fires, ily and believes a dedsperate ancl alon the West side has remained mysready partly successfull attempt has
teries, and likely the firse of last been made to murder the entire famnight will he added to the list of ily. Dr. Wilson points to the sudthose started from an unknown cause. den and
unexpected deaths of the
The damage at the house is entirely wife and two children of the Rev.
covered by insurance, Dr. Houf only Mr. Hutto, who occupied .the 'German
yesterday having taken out a policy. Lutheran pulpit two years aga. Mr
Both
departments turned out Hutto resigned the charge hens to as(or the blaze, but the E Ro- sume a new one in Idaho and while
mero company did not remain on the on the
way Mrs. Hutto and the two
scene, as the fire was well In control children ate some food that had been
of the East side department. The prepared here, and died. The symptime of service last night was one toms were the same as those in xne
how.
case of the Latzke family.
j t
The theory of incendiarism is furCoroner Wilson believes some perther substantiated by the discovery son in
Rocky Ford, who dislikes
of a half burned mattress in the panmurderel
deliberately
preachers,
try, where the fire originated. Chief Mrs. Hutto and her two children as
O'Malley, while inspecting the proper- well as Mrs. Latzke and her son and
ty this morning, found the mattress, daughter. It has developed that othand Is of the oplnipn that this solves er food than the soup, at first though t
the mystery of the origin of the fire. to be the cause of the poisoning, was
The bid mattress was in the yard
given to the Latzke' s by a Koek.v
last evening when Dr. Houf left the Ford person, and eaten about the
had been same time. ,
property. It evidently
Samples of the soup, as
dragged into the house and aet afire. well as the other foodstuffs, have
To get at the blaze the firemen were
been obtained and sent to Denve- - for
forced to break' open the door of the
analysis. The contents of the stompantry, which had been locked, prob- achs of the dead woman and her
ably after the mattress had been children have also been sent for an'""
lighted. The reason for the a!t is a
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Progressives Carry New York.
Chicago,

Medill

Aug. 15.

Seagirt, N. J., Aug. 16. "It has always been found to bo a very easy
Job to make' me explicit," remarket!
Wilson
(Governor Woodrow
today
when his attention was callud to representation from Oyster J'ay that
Colonel Roosevelt in his New
land gpeeches would call on the dV-dcratlc nominee to be more specific
in his Interpretation of the deuh- -

e

-

pected.

--

;

During a discussion of the fitness cf
things in general some one asked:
"If a young man takes his best girl
to the grand opera, spends $S on a
supper after the performance and
then takes her home in a laxlcab,
should he kiss her good night?"
An old bachelor who wag prwent
growled: "I don't think' she ought to
expect it Sesems to me ho has done
enough for her." 4 v

The Business Men's league of Montgomery,' Ala., has guaranteed a supplement, fund of $2,500 per year for
three years, to retain Southern
baseball in that city.

leagu--
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We have just received from New York a new and attractive
line of dainty Evening dresses. These are made along: the
most approved styles including the popular -

:rPAiURtFFECT3

r
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"

Excellent combinations of jcolors and materials make these
garments especially desirable.

We have also received a line of these popular garments for
women and misses in Elue and! White and Red and White.

'
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fice 614 Lincoln Rvenue.

Established
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EE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
EMPRESS Flour
AND

S3.S0

CASH

RKQULAR RETAIL
.

W

V ALU IB.

tfa.OO

pnwtasedl gtweral earloada of this beautiful

tnd mi
a

dinner-war-

us an exoluntve ilosd-purcuaae esaMed tha manafaetarsr to
nrga
and a very low m o. W are charging partgive
of the oust to 'adTnrtlaiu'
an
alr yon to pay a pereentaife of the actnal cat of tua
expense,"
t. It Is of only
beautiful "Combos" leal?n and cannot be duplicated in
nallty for less tban tit In any retail china atora. It la guaranteed by botb
Hue manufacturer
and oarsaivea.

here Is a conpon In every sack of LARABBE'S Floor. Send ns five
Ootipons and ipii.se in cash, draft, postal or express money order, and we will
Sena yea one of these beautiful sets by freight. Address
and remittance to The China lepartment of the Larabee Flanr coupons
Mills Company.
.Hutchinson, Kansas. Be sure to write yoar name and address plainly.
The ooopons In LABABEK'8 Floor are also good for Rogers' Bilverwtrt
nd other valuable premiums Ask for descriptive circular.

EMPRESS, you know, is that "Mighty-GooFlour that makes Baking

6ER

d"

MAN-MILL-

a Dci.'sht

ALL GROCER

Trv a Sack You'HJLike it.

1

Your wife referred to you as "it,"
did she not?" asked the lawyer.
"Yes. But I don't believe
she
meant anything unkind by that. She
frequently referred to her pet dog In
,
the same way."
Maud My dressmaker
says it's
such a pleasure to fit a gown to me.
Marie Considers It a sort of triumph, I suppose. They say the true
artist dolishts in difficulties.
How thonglir:i!ily do our affections
roam !
A term or two ia gone.
And when a man begins to feel at
home
We tell him to move on.

k

McCor-mic-

returned to progressive party
headquarters from Now York toi!:y
and said Colonel Rooiievelt would
carry New York because ot the foildemocrats against
ing among
men active in Mr. Wilson's beyair
and antipathy ot
republicans
to President M Taft. Mr. McCormltk
said the progressive executive com
mittee, which will direct the cam
paign, practically had been decldad
upon but that announcements of the
membership would not be made for
some days. Senator Dixon will re
turn from New York Wednesday
when an important conference Is ex-

DEMOCRATIC
CANDIDATE
HE WILL ANSWER1
COLONEL ROOSEVELT.

alysis.

The "Progressive" Party
Is the individual, man or woman, who
uses Foley Kidney Pills for backache,
rheumatism, weak back, and other kidney and bladder irregularities. Foley
Kidney Pills 'are healing strengthening, tonic, and quick to produce beneficial results. Contain no harmful
drugs. Never sold Iri bulk. Put up in
two sizes In sealed bottles. The genuine In a yellow package. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drag Store.

"

UU-.-

and
Roosevolt
Taft have been invited to speak.

tolHT

cratic' platform. The gove'nor n- mitted that "strong pressm e"
being brought to bear on him o .
him speak in Maine before tua gutf
natroial elections September 9, lie
governor's present expectation is not
"
to go.
'
I
The governor announced he exneci.
ed the western headquarters at Chi
cago to' be opened at once. Joseph
ET.'
Davies, secretary of the nationJi
committee, is due there Monday. 1ft
is the intention of Mr. Davies. after
establishing headquarters, to make k
tour through St. Louis, Denver, Sa
urancisco, Seattle and other "west
ern points to determine ' the best
centers for branch headquarters.
Governor Wilson has" accepted ark
invitation to speak at the encamp
ment of Spanish war. veterans at At
lantla City on September 10, ftti
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Don't Hide Them With
Veil; R
movo Them With the New Drug,
An eminent skin specialist recently
discovered a new drug, othine double
strength, which is so uniformly suc
cessful in removing freckles and givDAMAGE
TO HOUF RESIDENCE intra clear, beautiful complexion that
THIS MORNING THIRD OF
is sold by any first class druggist
BIES OF MYSTERIOU3 FIRES
In Las Vegas under an absolute guar-.-,
antee to refund the money if it falls.
,
,
A fire, the origin of which is un- Don't hide vour freckles nndar a
known, though thought to be incen veil; get an ounce of othine and re- diary, early this morning damaged the move them. Even the first night's
house at 1023 Third street to the ex- use will show a wonderful improv-n-entent of about $300. The buuilding was
some of the lighter freckles
unoccupied, having been purchased vanishing entirely. It is absolu'-a'-j
several days ago by Dr. H. W. Houf harmless, and cannot, injure .to most
from Rev. C. McReynolds, the former tender skin.
.
occupant. , The blaze started in: the
Bt iure to ask any first class drugpantry in the rear of the house and, gist in Las Vegas for the double
through the effective work of the Bre strength othine; it is this that Is sold
men, was confined to this part of the on the money back guarantee.

Contracts for the repairing and refurnishing of the county court house
were let yesterday afternoon by" the
board of county commissioners at a
special session. The general repair
ing contract was given to Thomas
Foster of this city. Mr. Foster will be
responsible for all carpenter work,
plastering and painting. All linoleum
will be laid by E. Rosenwald and Son,
This will be the best linoleum obtain
able, being the cork tread variety.
the same old chops, or bacon and eggs, arid biscuit, for breakfast
Opera chairs for the court room will
be furnished by the Rosenthal Furni
may be avoided.
ture company, while J. C. Johnsen and
i
For a change, try this ideal breakfast:
Son will supply the furniture for the
'
Some fresh fruit
office of the judge adjoining the court
room. The improvements complete
and Cream
Saucer of Qrape-Nut- s
will cost about $2,500 and will make mystery.
d
'
A
egg
San Miguel county's court house the
toast
nice
Some
crisp
D. C. Bybee. teaming contractor livbest building in the state. Work will
111.,
A cup of Postum
be begun at once. In all eight bid ing at 669 Keeling Court, Canton,
Is now well rid of .a severe and annoyvaders submitted estimates for the
ing case of kidney trouble. His, back
'Thio will C1V VOU an ideal combination of the. three principal food rious Items,
pained and be was bothered with headfats-- io
the most easily digest
The board was scheduled to meet aches and dizzy spells. "I took Foley
elements proteids, carbohydrates and
Pills just as directed and in a
again this afternoon for the purpose Kidney
v
iblc form.
I felt ismuch better. My life
few
of taking up bridge matters. County and days
and a clear
strength semeedto come back,
seMorrison
And it means a wide awake individual with energy
E.
has
Surveyor George
I sleep well. I'am now all over
that dull sluggish feeling leted the sites for the three structures and
my trouble and glad to recommend FoWd to make a stir in the world; it replaces
- and - biscuit breakfast.
and is engaged in drawing the plans ley Kidney Pills." Try them. O. G.
which so often follows the too much meat
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
and
specifications. It is likely the
afford to, bejoverloaded with
The man who has work to do can't
will
for
ask
FREE LUNCH CONTINUES.
cf his digestive board of commissioners
kind of food that requires undue effort on the part
bids in the near future. The bridges
Los
Angeles, Aug. 16. A stay or
about tbe.time are to bo located at Pecos, Vlllanuo- him a "gone
just
leaves
and
time
a
for
execution
has been granted to the
organs
mental and physical powers.
va and Azul.
"free lunch" counters of Los Angeof day when he needs his best
les after September 1 for saloonfood affords real strength of mind andody with little
Grape-Nut- s
THOMAS IS FAVORITE.
to give away edibles with
enerinto
keepers
the
in
converted
it
system
,
16. Harry
, Aug.
Los
effort (or waste force) in getting
drinks. An appeal has been taken to
to
endure.
and
act
to
e
power
Thomas, V e English featherweight, the state referendum law and a petigy and staying-power-thand IVi'iMs Conley, former cham- tion bearing 25,500 signatures was
pion, will meet in the Vernon arena filed today with the city clerk.
)
tomorrow afternoon in a scheduled
The
21 round bout at 122 pounds.
been promised a chance
has
SPECIAL RATES AT HARVEY'S
PwiiifiT
I
CJ
at the, title now held by ohnny Con
For parties remaining one month or
J-'What little betting that ha through the season. Address Harvey's
loa.
shows Thomas a slight Ranch, city, or call t Cutler Bros.' of'iifrn done
,
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CE OBITE

Jack Johnson has a punch that has
put some classy battlers to sleep
with music ringing In their eara and
stars shining before their eyes, but
it remained for Southwick and Darr,
a clever vaudevillle combination, to
devise a system of punches that
would produce 4he music without the
unpleasant .!eompattimento"nfrhepe
two performers have arranged a num- beri efouttehingv.bBgs.eovered
with
mer-rtibdliB; 'TbBy thump tMse-righand the music; they, make. iSV said
to, be delightfok n The act !isen)oy-able,alsfor Its novelty. ' The show
'
ia the
kind and
Las Vegas people should plan to see,
it.
Southwick and Darr will be at
the Browne theater- - tonight only. The
usual admission fees of 5 cents and
10 dents will
Three
be. charged.
good moving pictures will be shown
In addition to the vaudeville stunts.

CONTRACTS

4

WO

SOUTHWICK
AND
DARR WILL
SHOW THEY HAVE A BET
TER PUNCH THAN CHAMP.

Flynn-Johnso-

1,

FRIGAY, AUGUST 15, 1912.
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OPTIC,

Jefferson Raynolds Presidenj
E. D. Reynolds Vice President
Stephsn B. Davis Vias Prasidant

f?incrfi

bt

A

Hal.'ett Raynoula Cashier
ti. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier
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OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital,

$100,000

Surplus, and Undivided Profits

35,000

Our Dcnor; iters Receive Every Courtesy and Ac
cbramoihiion Within the Scope of Good IbsUs,

Imienst Paid on

Timm

'

Depmslta

j

i:

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, FRIDAY, AUGUST

six

Business,,

Directory
GLtSTflAL UQl-tL:.KS.. n.fUT, Prop.

Cor'. Grandjand Douglas Ave.
ast Las'Vsg.as, N. M.

To-wi- t:

;

LAS VEGAS GARAGE
'i'.i

M BIEHL, Propietor
.

Ave

416 Grand

Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following
estray animal was taken up by
3. L. Fisher, El Porvenlr, N. M.
years,
One red cow 2
and white.
red
spotted
Branded
N ( p
11
On left ribs
iiL
Said animal being unknown to this
on or
Board, unless claimed by owner
data
being
said
1912,
berore Aug. 26,
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
of the
by this Board for the benefit
found.
owner when

Phone Main 447

white face, white feet,

advertisement, aid estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the

10

years.

3"

!',,,

u

A

0. Loreazca

Carriage Manufacturer,
General Blacksmhhing,
Carriage Painting
DEALER IN

Heavy Hardware and

'

,

VWagon Material

COLUMN

Tc-w- lt:

One Mexican

300

pony,

RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVSR
Said animal being unknown to this
TISEMENT3
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Aug. 2fi, 1912, said date being Five cents' per tine each Insertion.
10 days after last appearance of this Estimate six
ordinary words to line.
advertisement, said estray will be sold No ad to occupy less space than two
by this Board for the benefit of the lines All
advertl ment
charged
owner when found.
will be booked at spec actually set,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
without regard to number of words.
Albunuerquo, N. M.
Cash in advance preferred.
1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912.
,

.

CAFt

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAl NABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

Branded
On left hip

Estray Advertisement

RESTAUR ANT ANB

LOBBY

NO.
LODGE
DORADO
1,
LODGE NO t, A. F. A EL
PYTHIAS Meatl
comA
M.
OF
KNIGHTS
Regular
every Monday av
munication
first and
to,
ish
nlng In Oastle Hall,
third
71
f
Thuxaday
,V.
.
N
VisIUng KnighUiart
month. Visiting hroth-Invlte4
'coTdial!y
era cordially invited
iciiaB. E. Llebsc.
N. O. Herman, W. SL; 9. R.

CHAPMAN

To-wi- t:
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THE

WANT

"

Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following de191?, scribed estray animal was taken up by
pub. Aug. 6, last jmb.Aug.16,
Anicito Mestos de Montoya, Santa
Cruz, N. M.
Estray Advertisement
One red female horse, 3
Kottce la hereby given to whom it
- years, euo ids.
aethat the following
jrv" ! conceri onlmal
Branded
wM
- j osua
" ' tAlffill UO by
On left hip
... KL Jones, Gallup, N. M.
Said animal being unknown to this
and
colt,
mare
l:'o-wlt- :
One black
unless claimed by owner on or
Board,
980 lb3 14 years, right hip knocked
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
dwn.
10 days after last appearance of this
'Branded i
DQ
1
advertisement, said estray will be sold
On left hip
...
this Board for the benefit of the
Said animal toeing unknown to this owner when found.
Eard. unless claimed by owner on or
CATTLB SANITARY BOARD,
bkore Aug, 26, 1912, said date being
Albuquerque, N. M.
,
Ilk
days after last appearance of this st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912.
sold
advertisement, eald estray will be
U this Board for the benefit of the
Estray Advertisement '
owner when found.
Notice is hereby given to whom It
CATTLE) SANITARY BOARD,
may concern that the following de- Albuquerque, N. M,
scribed estray animal was taken up by
it pub. Aug. 6, last fpub.Aug.16, 1912. Manuel Vigil, Santa Cru:,., N. M.

1

THE OPTIC

owner when found.
Branded
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
On left hip
J
Albuquerque, N. M.
Said animal being unknown to this
6,
1st
last
Aug.
pub. Aug. 16, 1912.
pub.
on
or
owner
Board, unless claimed by
before Aug. 8, 1912, said date being
titray Advertisement
10 days after last appearance of this
Notice is hereby given to whom it
will
sold
be
eald
estray
advertisement,
concern that the following de
by this Board for the benefit of the may
scribed eBtray animal was taken up by
owner when found.
Wm. French, Cimarron, N. M.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
One brown horse, 15 years,
:
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
.'
S03
lbs.
st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912.

CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
ATbuaueraue. N. M.

.

Battery Charging Station
Automobiles for Hire

potted,

16, 1912.

Estray Advertisement
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LAS VEGAS5 CHAPTER No. i, ROYAL
eonvoca-ARCH MA60NS-Ew- ur
tlom lrst Monday In eacn

Notice Is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Dan McSherry, Dwyer, N. M,
t:
One red ball face bull, 3
4
feet high.
years old,

;

meat

at Haaonio

7;S p. m.
Williams, H. P.;
Blood, Secretary.

pi, at

To-wl-

Meets, second aid
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month at O. R. C. hall. Visiting
brothers are cordially invited. P.
D. McElroy, Exalted Ruler. D. W..
Condon, Secretary.

B. P. O. ELKS

ATTORNEYS

TemHUNKER
M. R.
F. O. Geo. H. Hunker

A

HUNKER

Chwter A. Huoir
Attorneys at Law.

Branded
New Mezle
Las Vegas,
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN
Oni left shoulder
RANSFORD CHAPTER MO. 2, O. E.
Said animal being unknown to this
Irat and third Fridays In
LOCAL TIME CARD
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Uaaoalt
TwKjBle. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
Worthy Matron; jaaaa O. EaUedge
10 days after last appearance of this
EAST ROUND
WANTED
A
Worthy Patroa; Mrs. Qeorxa Tripp,
for
house
girl
general
sold
will
be
.''
advertisement, said estray
Arrive
work. Apply 1100 Seventh street
Secretary. Phone Mala 82, 120
. 1:18 p. m
No. 2. . t:10 p. m,.
by this Board for the benefit of the
avenue.
Qraad
owner when found.
.11:10 p. m.
No. 4. .11:05 p m..
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
. 1:25 a.
No. 8. . 1:16 a. m..

I

Estray Advertisement
lbs., 4 or 6 years.
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Branded
Sssls
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
Albuquerque, N. M.
. 2? 10 t
On left shoulder
Hay concern that the Knowing ae-No. 10. . 1:45 p. m..
lOJ Meets every Monday night at
Pb-Au16. 1912,
last
6,
Aug.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
lst
pub.
to
Said
unknown
animal
this
being
FOR SALE CHEAP Two pieces of
O. R. O. HalL on Song las avenue, at
PETER P. MACKEL
Anicito Mestas de Montoya, Santa Board, unless claimed by owner on or
WEST BOUND
corner Third and Colum 8 o'clock.
'
property,
Visiting members are No.
HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
M.
Estr
N.
Advertisement
Cruz,
.y
p, m...,...l:4&
...1:20
1..
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
bia. Call at 902 Tird street- fl. Qehring,
cordially welcome,
t:
Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging
Notice is hereby given to whom it
One red with" white face 10
No. 8.. ...6:10 a. m.. ....6:16
last appearance of this
after
days
T.
J.
presidVant;
Buhler, secretary;
and Glazing.
concern that the blowing de- FOR SALEt One
No. 7.. ...4:40 p. m.. ....4:60
niare, 4 years, 800 lbs.
C. H. Bally, treaaarer.
span good mules,
advertisement, said estray will be sold may
Estimate Cheerfully Given.
was taken up by
animal
scribed
Branded
estray
No. .. ...6:35 p. m.. ....7:00
3 and 4 years old, one smaller mule
this
Board
for
the
benefit
of
by
the
H
West Side Plaza . . . . Old Town
On left shoulder
Espirldlon Lucero, Pecos, N. M.
5 years old.
owner when found. .
Call on A. J. Har- MODERN wboDMEN OF AMERU
One small sorrel mare, 7
Said animal being unknown to this
CATTLE! SANITARY BOARD,
man, 721 Fifth street.
$100 REWARD S10O
Meet In the forest of brother
8
650
lbs.
or years,
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
of this paper will be
readers
The
Albuquerque, N. M.
love at Woodmen of the Wor
Branded
to learn that there is at least
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being lst pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912.
FOR SALE Twin cylinder motorcy
pleared
bail, on the second and fourth F
On left hip
one dread disease that science has
10 days after last appearance of this
f LAWN MOWERS SHARPENED
cle. Very little used. J125. Agua
been able to cure In all Its stages, and
day of each month at 8 p. m. C: Cl
o
unknown
this
Said
animal
being
sold
will
be
eald
Co.
Pura
estray
and
advertisement,
Advertisement
Gunsmith
Estray
Bicycle
Lock and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
Conaul
;
VI
Q.
Clerk.
Laemmle,
owner on or
Notice Is hereby given to whom it Board, unless claimed by
by tb's Board for the benefit of the
is
the only positive cure now known
General Repair in?
w
lng neighbors are especially
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
'
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh be-owneV' when found.
may concern that the following de
come
and
10 days after last appearance of this
cordially Invited.
h
E. Las Vegas
infe a constitutional disease, requires a
Street
CATTLE! SANITARY BOARD.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
constitutional treatment Hall's Catwill be sold
Wm. Gallagher, Ellzabethtown, N. M. advertisement, said estray
Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR RENT Modern rooms by the
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. S4i arrh Cure Is taken Internally, acting
the
of
benefit
Board
for
the
this
1 st cub, Aug. 6. last
by
16.
1912,
ub. Aug.
One small light bay mare
day or week. The Albert, 617&
directly upon the blood and mucous
'
I. O. of B, B. Meets- - every fir
surfaces of the system, thereby deswhite strip in face, 14 hands high, 650 owner when found.
Douglas avenue.
Automobile.'Carriage &
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Tuesday of the month In the vestry troying the foundation of the disease,
lbs., 3 years old and unbroken.
rooms of Temple Monteflore at i and giving the patient strength by
Albuquerque, N. M.
v
"
FOR RENT Furnished rooms and
i Noii ;e id hereby given to whom It crannea
assist-ln- g
o'clock
p. m. Visiting brothera are building up the constitution and
6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912.
1st
Aug.
pub.
v co'inern that the following de- On left thigh
two conne.-ttu- g
,
.rooms fo light
I
in doing Its work. The pronature
invited
Isaac
cordixJly
'
Appel
N.
HEEMN
housekeeping. Call 619 Twelfth St
prietors have so much faith In Its curBranded
i iray animal was taken up by
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec ative
Estray Advertisement
powers that they offer One HunMain if. I
Phone
rtist, Viiit Kueva, N. XL
On right thigh '
Dollars for any case that It fails
retary.
Notice is hereby given tw whom It
dred
t: One red horse 4 or 3 years,
ive
Said animal being unknown to this may concern that the following deto cure. Send for list of testimonials.
FOR RENT Two room furnished
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., ToBoard, unless claimed by owner on or scribed estray animal was taken up by
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNC
house. 921 Lincoln avenue.
Ohio.
ledo,
Braui ed
.NO. 804. Meets second and fosr
Aug. 26, 1912, said date being p. h. Miller, Mountalnair, N, M.
Sold by all drugsts, 75c.
HER before
On 1 Mt hip
R.- C. hall. Plow
10 days after last appearance of this
O.
in
with
One light bay mare,
Thurday
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti'
'Said animal being unknown to this advertisement, said estray will be sold dark feet, 8 years old, 650 lba., wire
building Visiting members are c
pation.
Estray Advertisement
Board, Sinless claimed by owner on or by this Board for the benefit of the cuts on right side.,
Notice is hereby given to whom it
dlally lnvled. Peter Emenaker, O.
NEWLY REMODELED
Robert W. Herter, Lawrenceville,
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being owner when found.
K., Richard Devtne, F. 8.
may concern that the following deBranded
Mo., who had been bothered with kid10
thla
CATTLE
of
last
after
SANITARY
scribed
was
Lavatories
appearance
day!(i
taken up by
Private Baths and
BpARD.
On left Jaw
estray animal
ney trouble for two years, says: "I
T. L. Capt, Albuquerque, N. M.
I. O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO tried three different kinds of
advertisement, eald estray will be sold
Albuquerque, N. M.
kidney
Branded
Private Telephones by this; Board for the benefit of the 1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912.
Steami Heat
1.
One sorrel horse.
Meets every Monday evening a! pills but with no relief. My neighbor
On left hip
owner when found.
Rates $2.50 per dayfand up
Branded
their ha'l on Sixth street. All visit told me to use Foley Kidney Pills, I
Said animal being unknown to this
of them, and got a
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
On
brethren cordially Invited to at- took three bottles
Estray Advertisement
thigh
right
AMERICAN PLAN
ing
claimed by owner on or
permanent cure. I recommend them
k
Notice is hereby given to whom ft Board, unless
Albuquerque, N. M.
D.
.
N.
tend.
O.; to everybody."
J
Frldenstine,
Branded
O. G. Schaefer and
Special Rates b"y Week orJMentli st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912. may concern ' that the following de before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being On left thigh
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood Red Cross Drug Store.
10 days after last appearance of this
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Secretary; Karl Wertx, Treasurer'
said estray will be sold
Branded
Wm. K. Jones, East Las Vegas, N. M, advertisement,
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
A. S. Jones, of the Lee Pharmacy,
Estray Advertisement
Board for the benefit of the
On back part of thighs
Notice la hereby given to whom it
One gray mare three years by this
Chlco, Cal., who has handled Foley &
STUDIO
owner when found.
SHUMATE'S
Said animal being unknown to this F. O. E. Meets first and third Tue Co's medicines for many years, says:
may concern that the following de old, weight about 750 pounds, about
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
"I consider that Foley's Honey and
scribed estray animal was taken up by 12 hands high.
unless claimed by owner on or
Board,
N. M,
day evenings each month, at Wood Tar Compound has no equal, and Is the
Albuquerque,
M.
N.
Wm.
French, Cimarron,
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
DitlUUUU
m Jiaj
OJf THE PLAZA
man, hall. Visiting Brothers eor one cough medicine I can recommend
7st pub. Aug. 6, last pub.Au&16, 1912. 10
One white mare 10 years,
On left Mp
as containing no narcotics or other
days after last appearance of this
dially Invited to attend. A, M harmful
Successor to Geo. E. Waterman
700 lbs.
properties." The genuine In
advertisement, said estray will be sold
Said animal being unknown to this
C.
Ward. Set a
Adler. President; E.
Advertisement
yellow
package. O. G. Schaefer and
uranaea
Estray
the
of
tor
the
benefit
this
Board
by
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
retary.
Cross Drug Store.
Red
whom
it
to
Is
Notice
given
in
hereby
On left shoulder
Photography
owner when found.
The Very Latest
before Aug. 26, 1912, Said date being
- deCATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Branded
f"-- 10 days after last appearance of this may concern that the "followingOn left hip
-Albuquerque, N. M.
J advertisement, said estray will be sold scribed estray animal was taken up by
Mexican and Indian Curios
RETAIL
Anicito Mestos de Montoya. Santa lst pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912.
this
to
this
Board
Blankets
for
the
Mexican
Said
and
by
animal
unknown
benefit
of
the
being
Navajo, Chimayo
M.
N.
Cruz,
V.
tec per 1
tSS Iba, of More, Eaoh Delivery
Board, unless claimed by owner on or owner when found.
One black horse 1
years. Mr. W. S.
to
tOOS
lbs.
IbSS
CSo
Each
a
CATTLE
Iba,
224.
Main
farmer
before
said
date
1912,
26,
living
Gansalus,
Delivery
SANITARY
Aug.
per 1M Ike
being
BOARD,
Telephone
400 lbs.
near Fleming, Pa., says he has used
tSfl lea. U 1,CM lbs Kao, Delivery
see per ICS ik
10 days after last appearance of this
Albuquerque, N. M,
(TT Chamberlain's Colic. Cholera and Di
Branded
Eaoh Delivery
64 lb, te SOS I be
40c per 19t lei
advertisement, said estray will be sold 1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912.
arrhoea Remedy in his family for fourOn left hip
Lea Than M lbs.. Each Delivery
SSe pec 1M Ike
by this Board for the benefit of the
teen years, and that he has found It to
Said animal being unknown to this be an excellent .remedy,
owner when found.
and takes
,
J Bulletin
Estray Advertisement
unless claimed by owner on or pleasure In recommending 1L For
Board,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Notice is hereby given to whom it
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being nalo by all dealers.
Albuquerque, N. M,
may concern that the following deof this
1912,
6,
1st pub. Aug. last ipub.Aug.16,
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
scribed estray animal was taken up by 10 days after last appearance
said estray will be sold
advertisement,
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Southwestern Agrl. Corporation, Los
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
by this Board for the benefit of the
Estray Advertisement
Lunas, N. M.
found
when
owner
Notice Is hereby given to whom
.i
One sorrel male horse 15
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
may concern that the following de years, 850 lbs.
COMPOUND
Albuquerque, N. M."
scribed estray animal was taken up by
1912 For over three decades a favorite
16,
last
Aug.
6,
pub,
F. R. Bisby, Hurley, N. M,
lst
Aug.
pub.
On left hip ;
,
household medicine for COUGHS,
;
One dark red cow, 8 years,
Estray Advertisement
Said animal being unknown to this
Notice is hereby given to whom it COLDS, CROUP, WHOOPING
800 lbs.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
BRONCHITIS, HARD
Branded v
may concern tnat me iohowiub (in- COUGH,
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
BREATHING. Take
andSTUFFY
taken
up
was
by
animal
ribs
left
scribed
On
estray
In making your preparations for
of a cold. Ouick, safe
10 days after laBt appearance of this
at
first
sign
M.
N.
H. B: Steele, Estancla,
the hot weather which la coming, It Branded
and reliable.1 The Bee Hive on the
advertisement, said estray will be sold
One bay horse, 500 lbs
would not be amiss to lay in a good
carton is the mark of the genuine.
On left hip
by this Board for the benef't of the Branded
Refuse sustitutes.
Iy supply of Ice. Our Ice is pure and
owner when found.
,
On left Jaw
O. G. Schaefer
wholesome and can be relied upon to Said animal being unknown to tnis
CATTLE
SANITARY
BOARD,
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Red Cross Drug Co.
Branded
give the best of satisfaction. When
Albuquerque, N. M.
Classified ads. search out thepeople to whom
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
On left shoulder
amony al
In need of ice, order from
6, last pub. Aug. IS, 1912.
10 days after last appearance of this lst pub. Aug.
of
those
who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
Branded
THE CRY8TAU ICE CO.
advertisement, said estray will be sold
On right hip
That property you want to sell IsJWORTH MOST to somePhone Main 227
Estray Advertisement
by thla Board for the benefit of the
13
Said animal being unknown to this
Notice
one who reads the ads. ia this newspaper and would never
hereby given to whom it
1
V :
owner when found.
on or
may concern that the following de Board; unless claimed by owner
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
date
"Were all medicines as meritorious
said
1912,
being
26,
before
v
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Aug
Albuquerque, N. M.
as Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
this
of
10 days after last appearance
'
Charence Ford, Alma, N. M.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper want
Diarrhoea Remedy the world would lst pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1012.
2 year old heifer, red. advertisement, eald estray will be sold
are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
One
(and
off
the
and
better
percentage
much
te
the
white face, 700 lbs. t
tof suffering reatly decreased," writes v
by this Borrd for the benefit of
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of
Advertisement
Estray
any
9
41
'
owner whtn found.
Branded
Undsay Scott, of Temple, Ind. For
f5
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
sort, and musical instruments.
;
eale by all dealers.
BOARD,
SANITARY
CATTLE
On
ribs
left
may concern that the following de
As the classified ads. are read by all passible
Albuquerque, N. M.
Said animal being unknown to this
"I was cured of diarrhoea by one scribed estray animal was taken up by
bayirs, of a
16, 1912.
6,
Aug.
last
pub.
1st
Cholera
Aug.
ChambetlalD's
Colic,
pub
Los Board, unless claimed by owner on or
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
dose of
Southwestern Agricultural Cor
and Diarrhoea Remedy," writes M. E. Lunas, N. M.
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
.best markets!
Gcbhardt, Oriole, Pa. There Is nothRead The Opux,
10 day3 after last appearance of this
One
roan
white
mare,
dealers.
all
ing better. For sale by
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OF EAST CANADA

SHANTYRSEN

Genial and Virile Type
That Has Not Chnngsd In
Seventy Years.

Btrenuoua,

Hemes sr.d Temples Have
inal and Unique Style.

Orig-

Of all classes of laborers, the eastern Canada shantyman particularly
the
woodsmen of
Quebec province Is the most strenuous, while at the game time the most
genial of workers.
Skillful la all that pertains to log
making and the use of the ax, which
he has learned to handle from early
childhood, be is ever at home In the
forest and wilds. Like the Indian,
were he unahle to find his campground
before nightfall, he would assure you
that tt Is not he, but the camp, that is
lost, for he is at home' anywhere In
the forest, while cold and hardship
have no terrors for him, sine he can
usually make himself comfortable in
the worst conditions imagispite of
1
nable. " .
French-Canadia-

Ideas Were Not Borrowed
Basis of
Construction, Both External and
internal, Is That of th
Nomad's Tent. '

n

Pektn, China. Isolated from other
Rations by geographical barriers, such
hi seas,
deserts and mountains
ranges, the Chinese developed a civilization which was entirely their own.
Their customs, arts and sciences were
Indigenous and original. They borrowed little or nothing from other peoples, but built upon their own foundations. The architecture of the Chinese Is typical of tne originality of
Tracing the history of the shanty
their civilization; it contains no borman through the romantic legends of
rowed elements, no exotic features.
The Chinese house exhibits certain the conteiirs de conte, the impression
features which can be traced directly Is gained that those of the early lumbacli to the tents of the barbarian' an- bering days were of the roughest and
cestors of the Chinese, who wandered most formidable character physical
into China from the west. The roof giants, with whom the shantymen of
the present day would be but miserDf a Chinese
house, though made of
rafters and tiles, still retains the ably contrasted. From truer, though
less romantlo, sources, It Is found,
lhape of a tent. It hangs In graceful
surves and is caught up at the cor- however, that those old bushwhackers
not chop more logs In a given
ners like canvaa.
It does not rest could
time than the present day lumbermen.
upon the walls of the house, but upon
In fact, the whole system of log makwooden pillars, which are placed In
the same position as the poles of a ing in eastern Canada Is, with few extent The process of construction re- ceptions, the same today as .it was
ago. British Columbia
minds one of the erection of a tent; some 50 years
"
'
the pHlars and the roof are erected Magazine.
first and the walls are filled In after- ward.
It Is not only externally but Inter- WISHES TO PROTECT SNAKES
nally that the Chinese house reminds
one of a tent. There is no celling to Pennsylvania Professor Asserts That
Many of the Reptiles Are Valu- hide the Inner surface of the sloping
able Friends of Man.
roof and Its supporting rafters.
of a wooden floor there Is only
However men may regard the propa layer of bricks to cover the cold
tarth. The brick floor is covered with osition advanced in the following edi
mats and rugs, which also remind one torial comment In the Chicago Rec
there are mighty few
Df a tent.
The furniture Is portable
a
and makes one think of the desert. women who will not experience
Most of the movables ' in a Chinese chill of horror that such a dreadful
house, even the stove, could be loaded Idea could be entertained in the hu:
on the back of a camel or carried on man brain. Says the
Legislation to protect snakes that
l pole. A Chinese bouse Is a composite affair, Consisting of a number are harmless to man and destructive
Df
buildings arranged around squares to rats, mice and other creatures obnoxious to farmers Is being sought in
leveral states, according to Prof. H.
D. Bailey of Muhlenberg" college, a

J

Record-Herald-

KILLED

INVADER OF HER NEST

Shrewd Tactics of Crow Resulted
the Death of Defenseless Predatory Cobra.

'

'

TRAGIC

MEMORIES

Has Remarkable History That Will
Strike the Reader as Being Typl- cally Russian.
The Kamaoulio Koloko, or "Bell
With the Ear Torn Off," had a moBt
In the sixteenth
romantic history.
century Prince Dimitri, the rightful
heir to the Russian throne, was deposed by a revolt led by Boris Godun-off- ,
who was afterward proclaimed
czar.
The seat of government was
then at Uglich and thither Dimitri was
gent, in order that he might remain
unJef the direct observation of the
usurper.
Boris, fearing that the populace
ri?gnt awake to the justice of the
claims of the young prince, planned
the assassination of Dimitri. He was
one day stabbed in a courtyard. None
of the bystanders showed any disposition to aid him. A priest,,' however,
from the cathedral belfry, saw the
srime and Immediately began tolling
the great bell, which was held sacred
and rung only on unusual occasions,
Bucfl as at a coronation or the death of
a czar.

Pennsylvania Institution. In a recent
lecture Prof. Bailey pronounced tne
mUk snakes, the
"king jnakes,
r3Krs;3iS'i!. bute, th4 corn, fox and Indigo snakes
all valuable, aljjej of he lamer" ang
commended efforts to increase the
number of bull snakes, which, though
large, are harmless and abound in
tome western states. ,
As man's knowledge of nature in
creases he finds many creatures useful
or harmless to his interests, and he
should act accordingly.
benefactors of man, according to
authorities, and once the instinctive
dread of them disappears through
'
knowledge and familiarity there is
Furious at this tacit expression of
nothing objectionable In their pres
the czar commanded that the
ence In fields or gardens. The moveshould be tortured and executed
ment to protect useful and harmless priest
and that the bell should be taken down
snakes! like the movement to protect and
placed beside the body of its
song birds, should 'find favor through- ringer. This order was fulfilled, and
out the country.
the bell was beaten with clubs by the

J

Many-snakes-a- re

Actor Holds Two Records.
Herr Bernaard Baumeister has Just
celebrated the sixtieth anniversary of
his joining the Imperial Court theater
of Vienna. This Is believed to be a
record for any player, and as Baumeister Is now 84 years old, and still
plays regularly on the same stage, he
holds the double distinction of being
the oldest actor In Europe, and the
one who has played longest at one and
the same theater. He appeared in
the evening as Falstaff in "Henry
mm
.
IV," one of his most famous roles', and
received a tremendous ovation, in return for which he delivered a short
speech of thanks. The Emperor of
Austria, who Is two years Baumeister's
Chinese Architecture.
junior, sent him a special message of
congratulation and promised a penor courtyards, much (as one would sion for life to his wife, a comparapitch tents around campflres.
tively young woman, whom the aged
the buildings of the actor married only two years ago.
Comparing
Chinese with those of the ancient
Egyptians we find that Chinese arch!
Uncertain About His Name.
tecture Is weakest in that quality
There is a man in Milwaukee who
which the Egyptian buildings pos'
essed In the highest degree, namely, loean't know his own name and who
the lays he cannot ascertain It unless he
The buildings of
stability.
inEgyptians were satisfying and rest locates his mother, .who has the
ful to look upon because they had formation. Because he thinks it sounds
the appearance of being built to stand something like his name, be signs himtill doomsday. Those of the Chinese, self Alfred Nehrlng, and he Is asking
on, the contrary, seem to have been Ihe police to help him. He writes that
his mother, a widow, whom he has not
built for one generation only.
The Greeks were the" first people to teen for many years, is living in Los
produce a type of architecture which angelei, Cal., but he has been unable
combined delicacy of design and sta- to get In touch with her. The fambility In such a way as to secure a ily was large and be was turned over
maximum quality.
to others when a child, and gradually
The quality of purity, for which the his name was lost track of. Of course,
Greek architecture has been so much he doesn't know his mother's name,
praised, is also characteristic of the either, but he spells It phonetically as
The buildings of the Chi- N?ehring. It may be entirely different,
Chinese.
nese display no unnecessary or exotic tie States, but he has hopes that she
features. They are true to themselves will recognize it. Exchange.
and have borrowed no elements from
Other styles.
"The roof, with Its graceful curves,
is the most beautiful part of a Chines house.
besides the Japanese, who have learned from them,
the Chinese are the only people who
build beautiful roofs. Following out
the theory that one cannot have too
much of a good thing, they often ornament their buildings with several
roofs, one above the other, thus producing a- very beautiful effect.

Knew Where to Send Them.
He let her get In first and then followed quickly. "Fourth floor," he said
to the elevator man. But, whether
they do things somewhat leisurely in
city hall or whether they have orders
to go slow, the elevator did not stat
until the man with the young woman
Said again: "Fourth floor, please. Ha
repeated this several times as the
elevator went upward, When the
fourth floor was finally reached the
mean elevator man cried In a loud
Put Skirts on Boys.
'
LiWilmington, Del. The boys in the voice: "All off for the Marriage
and
cense
man
and
the
the
Bureau,"
school
been
have
Industrial
put
Ferris
woman were the. only persons who left
id hobble skirts to prevent them from
-

running

away.

the car.

Philadelphia

Rcscord.

entire populace, the Czar Boris being
,
at their head.
The czar then decreed that the bell
should be exiled to Tobolsk and that
one of its hangers be removed to indicate Its disgrace. Harper's Weekly.

"That Will

Do."

a

bouse was one of the two
arguing at the corner and he sawed
the air with arm and mighty fist.
My, but he was laying down the law
to the other fellow a Uttle chap
and In such a public place it was the
The big man's
more humiliating.
anger was at its height and his words
the loudest and strongest, when the
little fellow turned to face him and
quietly said:
"That will do."
Did you ever have a small ntan,
with a little red on his cheek bones
blue and gray
and eyes between
bore you with those eyes and remark:
"That will do?"
Well, it did do.
Big as

O

0

O

.

BASEBALL NOTES.

Westminster Catechism.
The longer and shorter Catechisms
of Westminster, along with the confession of faith of Westminster, the
documents which contain the creed
of the Church of Scotland, are accepted by the Presbyterian church of
the United States and of othe
lands. No party in the
American Presbyterian church has
disclaimed the Westminster standards openly, although of course there
are some who do not follow tbe o very
closely. The Westminster caWihlsms
fire not to be supplanted "by the Intermediate catechism adopted by the
Presbyterian general assembly .'at
the week,
Louisville, K.y.,. during
'

English-s-

peaking

which ended May 25.
Formula for Rapid Firing.
The rifle for rapid firing should
balhave shotgun weight, shotgun
ance, shotgun trigger pull, shotgun fit
and the sights must be such as can
be caught instantly without effort in
The hands grasp the
alignment.
piece firmly, not with the rifleman's
loose grip, but the left arnt pushes
forward while the right draws back;
And' the trigger is pulled' by transferring the drawing back force to thes
trigger finger, and not by any
crooking of that finger. The
moment the bead covers the mark ths
ballet must be under way be the aim
iffod or bad. Outing.
,

con-..iou-

TONIGHT, ONIA'j

j

0

O

general.
A crow was seen fighting an intruder Into Its nest situated at the
very top of a tree. The crow was circling at , close quarters and pecking
hard at the nest, cawing loudly all
the time. The nest was some 40 feet
above the ground.
Presently a snake came out of the
nest and started to descend, with the
crow In hot pursuit pecking at 'the
The snake took
cobra continually.
refuge about ten feet down In a
clump of dead ferns from which M
was chased out by the crow. It came
from branch to branch 'until ' it
reached
a large horizontal limb,
'
which stretched out about. 20 feet.
Here the snake was at a great disadvantage, inasmuch as it could not
turn upon the crow. The latter Seemed fully to appreciate the situation
and its tactics were excellent.
It
would peck hard at the spine close
to the tall and then peck near the
snake's neck. At each peck pieces of
the snake's skin were torn out;
whereupon the cobra would lie quite
motionless.
But just as Boon as It
evinced signs of again attempting to
escape the crow would recommence
its attacks with extraordinary surety
of aim. After 15 minutes the cobra
was dead. Harper's Weekly..

BELL OF

---- --i

In

If the testimony offered by an English naturalist in Ceylon be given full
credence, then the cobra is not so
dangerous a snake as popular reputation makes him. In at least two instances, reports this naturalist,
cobras were chased by large 'birds.
In neither case did the .snake seem
to have any hypnotic power such as
Is generally credited to snakes In

'
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TRUTH

Catcher Lew McAllister, formerly Of
the Detroit Tigers,
has been purchased from Buffalo by the Baltimore
"
club.
Hill Swwuey of the Boston Brave-iis crowding
of the
Zimmerman,
"Let's play the game of Truth,'" Cubs, for the batting honors' In the
laid Marjory, as she poured the cof:
,
National league,
fee from her new percolator.
Joe
was
who
a
Lake,
failure
in
New
"I thought this society "was formed
for the purpose of discussing topics York and St. Louis, is now pitching
it the day and not for frivolous pur- championship. hall for Hugh Jennings
suits," declared the lofty browed, in Detroit
ipectacled Imogen.
The Cincinnati fang have no mercy
"Well, It was," put in Amy, "but we on a
loser, and the Redlegs have a
needn't be Intelligent every second of
Job playing ball at home since
tough
every meeting."
"Perfectly right," said Ine. "We've the team began, to slip.
sifted the tariff question, immigra- 5 Wichita Falls f has the honor of
tion, municipal ownership and the owning the first championship team
child's welfare this afternoon. , If we of the season, the Oilers
having won
argue any more there won't be any- the
in the TexaaOklahoma
pennant
thing left for next week's meeting."
'f
"I don't know 'how to play 'Truth.' league..
The
club
of the Threc-- I
Dubuque
I never heard of such a game In
Bucyrus," " said Bernlce, the visiting league, disposed of two classy players
when it sold Del Paddock to the
girl"
"Well, all you do is just to tell Highlanders and Ernie Johnson to
every girl here exactly what you think the WMte Sox.
of her," explained Edith. "You must
Pitcher Demaree, recently sold by
tell her good qualities and her bad
Mobile club to the Glant, was a
the
But
It
must
be
the plain,
qualities.
member of the Newark, N. J., team la
unvarnished truth, Irrespective of
1908 when George Stalllngs was man
feelings."
4
"Oh, I couldn't do that In a million ager of the team.'
years," gasped Amy. '1 think you are
Pitcher Ray Keating, of the Law
all
perfect dears.'?
"
New England league team; who
"But everybody plays 'Truth,' " de- rence,
sold to the New York Amerhas
been
clared Marjory. "It's fascinating. Besides, It's good for any girl to learn icans, has won twenty and lost nine
her faults. Some great philosopher gamea this season. ,.
said, 'Know thyself.' I forget who he
Clyde Milan, of the Washington
And team, har a chance to beat
was, but he said it, anyway.
Ty Cobb's
none of us will get angry, no matter
83 stolen bases, made in
record
of
what Is said, will we, girls?"
1911. Tip to August 4, Clyde had pil"No, Indeed," returned an emphatic
chorus. "We are too broadminded for fered 58 sacks.
"
The Clarksvllle team took the lead
that."
"Come, Helen, you begin the game," in the Kitty league early In the seaI
- .
v
suggested Marjory.
son, and has stuck at the top of the
"All right, I'll start with Inez," ascolumn like a porous plaspercentage
sented Helen, without hesitation.
on
an
ter
Swede.
angry
a
have
sweet, lovely dispo"Inez, you
The Giants will have to step lively
sition, and you are lots of, fun, but you
have no Idea of style or dress. It's If they expect to equal the Cubs' reca pity. Amy said only yesterday, 'How ord of games won In a season. In 190(5
can that girl wear that impossible the Cubs set the mark at 116
white polo coat when she Is so fat and
victories and 36 defeats.
.
v
dumpy?' "
InThe feat of pitching, ninety-eigh- t
"Wiy Helen, how dare you say
such a thing?" demanded Amy, in- nings without letting in a run, has
won for "Buster" Brown, the Sheboydignantly. "I never said that!"
"You know you did," calmly answer- gan pitcher, a chance to display his
i
ed Helen.
goods with the Milwaukee team,
"It isn't kind to make fun of one's ! It is not often that a star "ball
play
declared
imperfections,"
physical
r is seized with such a case of ral
"I did'nt dream that
Inez, haughtily.
as was Ivan. Olson; the Cleveland
ties
would
so
friend
Igdo
my dearest
noble a thing. I'll never forget It."
shortstop, recently, when he made
"You know, Inez, we promised at seven errors; in a douhle-headethe beginning that we wouldn't get
It looks as If the Pittsburg team
angry," said Marjgrj, putting her arm got the worst of It when, .it traded
around the offended one. to Chicago for
"I'm not angry. No, Indeed. Not at Leach and Lelfield
Leach and Lelall. Far from Jt. But I'll have to be Cole and Hofman.
going. Goodby." And as Inez left she field are playing great ball for the
slammed the door behind her.
Cubs, while Cole has returned to tfais
"Who will tell me the truth?" ini home
nursing ai eore arm, and Hofquired Edith, breaking the silence. ' man has not
reported to the Pirates
"I will," eagerly offered Imogene.
on
Illness.
of
account
"You are a stunning looking girl, but
you can think and talk about nothing
except dress and men. You are man
Dr. C. H. Ellsworth . Dentist, ' 16
crazy. It's absurd!"
Baldwin
St, Rochester, jl. Y., says Fo:
"Well, thank goodness, I'm not alPills gave him Immediate
ley's
Kidney
ways quoting Latin that nobody cares relief and
strengthened him wonderabout or understands," snapped Edith. fully. "I have
been bothered with
"My brother said last night, 'Preserve weak kidneys and bladder trouble and
me from that walking bookshop."
suffered much pain. Foley Kidney
Imogene opened her mouth to speak, Pills gave me Immediate relief and
then closed it firmly and held her strengthened me wonderfully. I am
'
'
hands over it.
pleased to recommend their use." O.
"Will some one tell me something?" G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
begged Bernlce of Bucyrus. "I'm not
easily offended. I think this game Is
"
ARMY SUES CONTRACTOR
awfully cute." ,
Santa Fe, N. M, Aug. 16. Com"If you really want me to, I'll say
of Insurance
Jacobo
that If you didn't whine so and if you missioner
wore your skirts shorter and your Chaves has been! served with papers
waists longer, and If you combed in the case of the United States to
your hair In 1911 style, Instead of 149Z the use of the John Douglas comfashion, and if you didn't say 'How
cute! a dozen times a minute, you pany vs. the Fidelity and Deposit
might make a presentable visiting company of Maryland and he in turn
will notify the Maryland
girl," vouchsafed Edith.
company
"Oh
water, please I'm faint," that suit has been lled. The suit is
gasped Bernlce of Bucyrus. "Now I'm brought to recover $5,800 on a bond
going home to mother."
furnished by the Maryland company
Then Marjory was told that ahe
wasn't sincere because she was too through the John Douglas company
sweet to everybody, and Helen was in- for the John Rowe Paige company.
formed that she had no tact and that First Lieutenant Charles C. Wlnna,
she wa'sn't amiable enough ''to be popu- constructing quartermaster' at Fort
lar.
Bayard, alleges that a plumbing conWhen the last girl had departed
tract was not properly carried out
Marjory rushed into her mother's
room, threw her arms around her and that the bond has. been forfeltoed
affair for
mother's neck and promptly buret into This suit is a three-sidetears.-the purpose of getting action against
"Our club has disbanded," she sob- the Maryland company doing busibed. "Every girl is angry at every ness In New Mexico.
other girl. , ''I haven't a friend in the
world. My heart la broken. Oh, that
Why does
horrible, horrible game!
Hay fever and asthma make August
anybody ever tell the truth?"
a month of intense suffering to many
people. Foley's Honey and Tar ComFound Riches In Australia.
pound gives prompt ease and relief,
a millionaire Is to and 1b soothing and healing to the in, How to become
Mere-thefollow in the footsteps of Sydney Kid- flamed membranes.' Wm. M.
N. Sears port. Me., says: "A few
man, the Queensland cattle king, who doses of
Foley's Honey a'id Tar Comholds more land than anyone else In
pound relieved ma of a severe attack
Australia, his runs aggregating some- of asthma and less than & bottle causthing like 15,000 square miles, which ed a complete cure." Refuse substitla, he confesses, "far too much for utes. O. G. Schaofar and Red Cross
any one man to have."
Drug Store.
Leaving his parents' home near
Adelaide, 42 years ago, at the age of
A vast amount of 111 health Is due
13, to seek his fortune, he got emto impaired digestion. When the stom
a
as
on
the
cowboy
ployment
GIpps
3tation at two dollars a wck. Then he ach fails to perform Its functions pro
system becomes de;arted wood and drove bullocks on the perly the A whole
few doses of Chamberlain's
ranged.
Darling and waa one of the first at Tablets is all
you need. They will
Cobar rush. With his brother George
your digestion, Invigorate
he went in for cattle and horse deal- strengthen
your liver, and regulate your bowels,
ing, and, in partnership with others, entirely doing away with that miser"
took
mall contracts in va- able
feeling due to faulty digestion,
rious states in Australia.
There was Try it. Many others have been rcr-a lot of money iiiauo in those days
manentiy cured why not you? Fof
ajid Kidrrian got his share of it. sale by all dealers.
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WHICH CONSISTS OF

MUSIC PLAYED ON BELLS ATTACHED
TO THE BAGS
THIS ACT IS CECIOEDLY

OUT CF THE ORDINARY

PICTURES
VITAGRAPH
WITH BUNNY IN THE LEAD

"Ghased by Bloodhounds"
Even in sleep they keep on. coming.
One laugh right after another. The, ferocious canines
chase him and he dodges them by getting under cover.
A
comedy.
He can't escape.

.;

j

EDI,

N

The Bank Presidents Son
Featuring Robert Broker, George Lessey and Miriam
Nesbitt. An Interesting drama of .merit.

PAT HE

The Prospector's Sweetheart
romantic melodrama with fresh and interesting
grounds, and a story that has a good interest.
A
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FRIDAY, AUGUST 16, 1912
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have on hand a complete stock of

We

SCREENS AND W1EE SCREENS

At The Most Reasonable Prices
Get our quotations before buying

d

Phone Main

150

Old Town

I

UGWE

NUT

LUMP
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

"out-back-

EVERYBODY

READS THE LIS VEGAS OPTIC

LAS VEGAS DAILY CPTIC,

EIGHT

FRIDAY, AUGUST

Every man and young man should
wear
dress shoes. Taioii-ert'- s

par
LOCAL NEWS

VIRGINIA SWEET POTATOES

Douglas avenue.

Vr

See Van Petten lor Insurance.
Try a drum of Ola Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar.

ti:e fihst of the season
Cl

See the white corduroy hata,
latest out tor fall and winter.
Sixth street, Mrs. L. P. Wright,

0Gn

"PS"

EE

STCri THAT SILLS FCtCAH

AT TEE

SO THAT SELLS FO LESS

THE STOUE

THAIS

'

509
.

ALVAY!

The Meadow City camp of the Royal Neighbors of America will meet tonight in regular session In the Woodmen: of the World hall on Sixth
street. The meeting will be called to
order at 7:30 o'clock.

For the Cesl of thcWcck and For
CASH We Offer
Fancy PEARS ForXannin

Seventh street.

3

...$6.25
$1.00

...... .$1.90
$1.00
25o

16c

...17e
$2.S5
$1.30
65o

40c
$3.00

25c
$3.75
25c

;

Packages Ve;' . q1H
Ma5:,.inl
-hetli
FaehSsa?
pfx-kaso- s

3

3
3
3
3

rr

'

Fackages Eoda Craekejrs

)

r,

'

'

'

'

Packages Taltoma Crackers
Packages Graham Crackers
Packages Oatmeal Crackers

ati i.
J

.

'
,

FLOUR.:;

Be Careful. 'Be, sure you got 'OLD WHE4T FLOUR
wheat flour will NOT be satisfactory till it has cured.
Sack
NLily .Fancy Patent,
Sack ... .'
Lily, Fancy Patent,
Satis
Frlde,
Pride, 2Mb. Sack
.....j...fii........

new

for

$1.50
75c
1A0
70o

48-l-

24-l-

48-l-

i

RACE GROWING CLOSE
Chicago, Aug. 16. Word came from
the camps of the New York and Chicago National league teams today
that Jimmy Lavender, Chicago's recruit pitcher, would oppose Christy
Mathewson, the star of New York't
staff, In the second game between the

"If We Do Mt's Right"

All those holding silver tickets may have them punched on this

sale.

i

Ladles Lingerie

Laundered

teams..
It was expected the crowds would
be as large as Hie one which witnessed the contest yesterday, when it isos
estimated 25,000 fans packed the en- closuer.e Extra police were asked to
handle the crowd. It also was arranged to open the gates earlier. Victory
yesterday has set Chicago baseball
New
mad. The victory (cnt down
York's lead In the' pennant ra :e to

and returned to your home in
the "it is new" appearance
you would expect had it just
arrived from your dressmakers.
t

SPECIAL CASILSALE
AtTt2

Ha

cf tbCsslcf

Evcrylg

100 pounds Potatoes.

.$l'.90
.

Las-

.,

-

Veins'- Steam
-

$6.45

..$1.00

Laundry

.$1-5- 5

m'mf
nit-

-

.

... 80c

Phone Main

..$1.45

81

617 DougUt

.. .25c

...$3.00
.. ..25c

Are

::

Another capacity crowd wa present to witness the second game between New York and Chicago Nation
als today. The outfield was lined with
fans unable to get seats. ' Johnny
Evers, wihom President Lynch had
suspended durinjr 1he recent series at
He
Boston, practiced with Chicago.
was wildly- cheered, v
- Jimmy Lavender, a recruit pitcher,
was Chance's selection to oppose ?jpw
York, while MoC-ra, chose Terf.au.
Myers" was behind the bat for New
York. Archer caught for Chicago.

SOW RADISH SEED NOW FOR

..'..40c

FALL RADISHES

....65c
..$1.05

....60c.

GRAAF Sr IIAYVARD CO.

STOf

mer Weight.

2

:

..$1.50

ALSO
ONE LOT
50
TIES

22.25
$2.75

Ol

'

-- At

Ct.,

25 Cents

GREENBERGE

quart
North

Pole

Metal

quart

North Pole Meta
Freezers.
25 rolls 5c Toilet Paper for $1.00.
15 rolls 10c Toilet Paper for $1.00.
3c each for Jelly Glasses.
$1.10 per dozen pint Economy Fruit
Jars.
;
$1.40 per dozen quart Economy Fruit
Jar.s
$1.75 per dozen half gallon Econonyr
Fruit Jars.
70o per dozen Masom pint Fruit Jars.
80c per dozen Mason quart Fruit Jars.
$1.10 per dozen
gallon Mason Fruit
'"
v
Jars. "
$1.95 for $2.75

Hoosier Cabinet

comE

T

witK

See how many steps you take
Your flour Is here; your butter
there; salt; spices; sugar everything
means a trip about the room.

!

The famous Hoosier Cabinet
groups everything you need in one

spot at your finger's ends.

THE ROSENTHAL
Opposite Y. M. C. A.

You' want

AFFORD TO PAY RE'NT
WHEN YOU CAN BUY A
HOUSE FOR $350,007
For a few days we enn sell a good
frame house on one lot ina good neighborhood on the flat for $350.00.
If you are interested call at the of
fice or phone Main 40.
THE INVESTMENT AND AGENCY
CORPORATION.

salt?
here it is.
The whole kitchen
is brought to you just over your
work table.

r

'

Sugar,-sa-

The Uoosiur y
Special Saves Miles of htepa
for Tired Feet.

,

FIVE DAYS' GRACE
San Francisco, Aug. 16. In the su
perior court today, Judge Sewell gave
the director of the Continental Build- tog and Loan association, declared insolvent by George S. Walker, state
building and loan commissioner, five
days In which to show cause why the
commissioner should not proceed to
liquidate the affairs of the associaCommissioner Walker places
tion.
the liabilities of the Continental in
excesis of assets at $318,000 and up
wards.
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Table
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me.

FOR. S1.00 A WEEK
. You

pay merely $1.00 for a few weeks on the famous Club Plan. The
cabinet is delivered to your home as to scores of others. You pay not one
penny more than the low price established everywhere by The Hoosier Mfg.,
o
Co. AH over Las Vegas
people are putting the lloosierin their homes.
well-to-d-

j. ,eij6iNSEN a son
Licensed Agents- Pot, Hoosier Kitchen Cabinets

CAN YOU

"FORT" CAnKE D GOODS

P

IfflESGIT

Mm

ASK YOUR

Best ill Tlse Giiy

Creel,
1

ids,

1,050

toiies,Pies,Ciles,
Doogiiniits,

The Same Day.

fotea
QUALITYrURITY

BAKERY GOODS

Tb

Finest Quality Fruits and Vegetables From Field to Can
v

v

ONLY HIGHEST GRADES OF FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES ARE PACKED.

FRESH EVERY DAY

1

r

..

n

or
CLEANLINESS

F03

B

AT YODR CCC3

FOLLY EQUIPPED

......

"F03T

'

,

'

'

Cinnsmon Bulls
if,.

Sikh

feuqy onion
&

a son

FLORIST-

S-

r

fi

show you.

Fall Weather.
Sixth

,!

"

Telephone, or rail and we will have our demoasiraior

They Will Taste Mighty Good in the Cool

.507

rrr

a

Lis

""The
;4
J

l

Store of Satisfaction"
P. S. Next Door to POST OFHCE ;

'feiis.4!ii!8 i. IlCllilB;

Phone Main

344,

Whaleri,

&

Co.

F:owler Prt,ps

It
y

I
i
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-

...16k

...17ic

$1.00

Fried Cslcs an

..50c
..$1.30

. .

.....35c-

1

for $1.90

Freezers,

....25c

Standard Hams
Standard Bacon..

THE

'

"

Two-Pioc-

five games.

...25c

Sack Moses Best Flour.

Box Diamond C. Soap.
8 Bars Diamond C Soap 7 Ears Tar Soap
15 Boxes Togo Sardines
1 Large Can Pure Lard
1 Medium Can Pure Lard....
1 Small Can Pure Lard..
1 Large Can Compound..
1 Medium Can Compound.. . .
1 Small Can Compound..

Si

..$6.25
..$1.00

I Sack Moses Best Flour

1 Sack Diamond "M" Flour.
3 Macaroni, or Spaghetti

Our expert girl ironers have
the .facility, gained by long
experience,, of bringing back
the original beauty. And our
charges for this work are
very reasonable.
.

EatoLIa.

.........

12 pounds Potatoes.
100 pounds Sugar
15 pounds Sugar
100 pounds Cane Sugar
14 pound3 Cane Sugar

1

--

MOjISTB.

FOR TWO' DAYS' AUGIiST.fi

Freezers,
$1.40

REDUCE

This includes all Union and
o
Underwear m Sum-

5

;

LaJliyL:

UU

y

Tl'.'FfJTY FI'JF PFF! TFiJ

,....33c
Cajap Stools
4Gc
The Boy Scouts were due to arrive Camp Stools with borka
at Sapello this afternoon on their way $1.00 for the $1.50 Reclining Chairs.
from their camp at the Rio de la
or 20 per cent discount for Casb
Casa. The boys win 'camp at Sapello
on any Bed, Brarcs or Metal.
tonight and march to Las Vegas to 15c for 25o Galvanized Buckets.
morrow morning.
20c for 30c Galvanized Buckets.
45o for No. 0, 60c Galvanized Tubs.
The
son of Dr. and 50a for No. 1, 65c Galvanized Tubs.
Mrs. Herbert Merdick. of Springer died 60c for No. 2. 75c Galvanized Tubs.
thia morning at the Becker hospital. 70c for No. 3, 85c Galvanized Tubs.
The child has been seriously ill for 95c for $1.25 Mrs. Potta' 3 Sa,d Irons
and Stand.
the past week, having been brought
North Pole Metal
from the Mordick home "tq the hos $1.10 for $1.50

,

y Jyy

sum MEM

The Catholic Ladies' Aid society
meet . tomorrow afternoon at
2:30 o'clock with MrB. C. A. Bruce.

White Kitchen. We buy the best
material, we give the best service, we pital about five days ago.
furnish the best 25 cent clean meal In
PRESIDENT FAY RESIGNS.
the city. Opposite the Harvey
Houston,
Tex., Aug. 1 6. Thorn
House.
well Fay, president of the Southern
It was decided la.st nl.jht at he Pacific lines in Louisiana and Texas,
regular meeting of the Las Vegas announced today that gn September
Lodge of the Loyal Order of Moose, 1 he would resign permanently from
to jchange the date of the Moose railroad service, Mr, Fay says that
dance, previously announced as Sep- at after 35 years of continued ser
tember 18, to September 11. The first vice he is entitled to a rest.
date would have conflicted with the
SAYS HE'S INNOCENT.
Catholic Ladles' Bazaar.
Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 16. Declar
Ernest Kroenig, son of Mr. and Mrs. ing that he was made the "goat" in
Alfred Erjoenig of Tipton, who was the case, Oscar B. McLain, former
accidentally shot while hunting last employe In the state engineer's office
Saturday afternoon near Optimo, since talked to a reporter today, of his
which time he has been a patient troubles.
McLain was brougnt back from
in the Becker hospital. Is reported to
The operation, It is CoTorado last night; by Mounted Pobe lmprovlnig.
thought, has proved successful an1 liceman John Collier and lodged In
Young Kroenig's chances for recovery the county jail charged with forgery.
Upon the rturn of Judge Abbott Mcare good.
Lain will be arraigned, when, be
The New Mexico bureau of Immi- claims, he will, be .p,bl to present a
gration has received from Senator Al satisfactory , explapa.tin and free
bert B. Fall, a considerable number himself. , McLain protests his inno
of pamphlets and publications of the cence aosoiuieiy anq says tnat m no
department of agriculture, dealing respect was he a fugtive, having travwith topics of live Interest to form eled and lived under his own name
ers and stock growers. A set of these while in Colorado. He says that he
pamphlets will he forwarded to any left New Mexico on his own volition
fanner or stock .grower. In the state and not to escape the clutches of the
upon request to the bureau of Immi law he is charged with breaking.
There are certain points about the
gration, Albuquerque, N. M. The sup
which will not be made public
case
desire
who
those
limited
and
is
ply
at until the hearing. Meanwhile the deapply
these pamphlets should
fense is in charge of the law firm pf
Prichard & Howard.

25 lbs. ITcrGl.09

.....

AFRICAN

y

'

J 00

EC:JTI1

WATER BAGS.

Ant hon Suhr yesterday applied at
the court house for $2 bounty on a
coyote killed by him laat month in
Precinct No, 8.

417

The Spring Chicken club' gave 5s
last
danco
regularly fortnightly
night in the O. R. C. hall. Many of
the broilers were present and the affair was an enjoyabie one.

ili
pounds of Sugar for
la pounds of Sugar for
100 pounds Fancy California Potatoes for l ........ .
50 pounds Fancy California Potatoes for
12 pounds of Fancy California Potatoes for
These potatoes are smooth, white and medium sire.
Standard Hams
.........
Standard Bacon
. .i.
20 poundB Pure Lard
10 pounds Pure Lard
... .....j.
5 pounds Pure Lard
...
3 pounds Pure Lard
t
100 Bars Diamond C Soap...
'8 Bars Diamond C Soap
100 Bars Crystal White Soap...
......
6 liars Crystal White Soap
, ,

AFfELL'S

the will

.

-

A:;D AUTCiSTS

FO CAfJEES

Plsch'i Goldea Wedding Eye. eseS
There is in "ho doubt but that the
tn the wood. Direct from distillery
new fire alarm hell can deliver the
to you. At the Lobby, of conn.
goods. It awoke everybody In town
.,tik-- flffUW fa..(.-this morning when the Houf
We are, offering trousers of excep early
house was dissevered to be on fire.
I"f ..4riTtLC0.....
tionally fine quality and designs for
..v.; tmtum.mwtM:-See bur windows,
$1.50 and J2.98.
Charles
who
suffered a
Moore,
TaJchert's Douglas avenue.
sprained knee several weeks ago,
'
The ladles of the Altar society of when the wagon of J. C. Johnsen and No. 0, 1
gallon size
the Church of Our Lady of Sorrows Son turned over, throwing hlra to No. 1,. 2 gallon size
will give a dance tonight in the Fra the ground, is again abla to resume
No, 2, 5 gallon size
his duties with that firm.
ternal Brotherhood hall.
Gold MediU. Cots
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